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Abstract

The never ending demand for more information access presents a continuous chal

lenge for most communication service providers. Although optical technologies have
already played a significant role in providing for system growth and increased capa

bilities, the deployment of optical hardware is often dependent on electro-optic device
limitations. One important challenge faced is in the provision of fiber-to-the-home
(FTTH) services, which might include integrated cable television, telephone and in
ternet access.:without neglect for additional future broadband service possibilities .

.

With hope to minimize changes to equipment, data formats, component availability
and cost, an acceptable evolutionary answer involves improving the linearity of signal
generating light sources.

Residential customers will gradually seek improvements to the broadband ser

vices that are presently offered by low-cost, analogue cable television. Unfortunately,
device fabrication techniques that minimize the non-linear characteristics of a light
source can increase per-unit costs and prohibit optical technologies from application
in general distribution systems. It is, therefore, desirable to explore linearization

techniques that work with inexpensive intensity-modulated laser systems so that any
FTTH service can be economically delivered.

In this thesis, a previously developed model for a semiconductor laser has been
simulated using a SPICE-based software tool. Also, for the purpose of achieving
acceptable linear performance at frequencies up to 1 GHz, a third-order Volterra pre
distortion circuit has been added to the laser module studied. Manual optimization of
the pre-distorter coefficients has reduced the optical 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion
between 600 and 1000 MHz to less than -69 dBc, an improvement from laser-only
levels of -42 dBc. These results are especially meaningful in high channel-count com
mon antenna television (CATV) systems where a single-channel optical modulation
index of 4 % is required.

By extending the study of the linearized laser, a self-adaptive technique was de

veloped that can appropriately adjust the pre-distorter to laser changes caused by
temperature variation and aging. This adaptive scheme introduced a second, identi
cal Volterra distortion circuit that was driven by a portion of the laser output and
compared with the initial pre-distorter. Differences between distortion system signals
in the two Volterra circuits were used to alter the pairs of coefficient settings and

adapt the distortion compensation to the need. In this way, the enhanced electro

optic system has become capable of maintaining low distortion performances during
circumstances where small changes to laser parameters can be expected. Also; the
adaptive design holds promise for reducing certain network service costs, as well as
simplifying the means to manufacture a linear light source component.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Optical Network Background

During recent decades, the access to information through networked terminal

equipment has grown enormously. As a result, network designers have recommended
that transmission and distribution systems use fiber optic technologies in order to

meet high bandwidth expectations, and allow for further growth. Because these net

works presently use electrical devices within their terminal and switching equipment,
the optical transmission of information involves an opto-electronic transmitter and

receiver at the ends of each transmission or distribution network segment. Typical

systems use glass fibers for optical waveguides, photo diodes for receivers and laser

diodes for transmitters.

Because an optical fiber has the potential to conveymany high bandwidth channels

within its spatially confined and low loss core, optical network technologies have

encouraged the ongoing development of lower cost broadband information services.

However, the effective exploitation of the benefits afforded by using optical waveguides
must also involve consideration of photo detectors, light sources, and other necessary
sub-system components.

Since the quantity of network segments increases significantly as a distribution

network branches out toward its end-user applications (see Figure 1.1), a growing
network size means an increase in the quantity of opto-electronic components used.

Often the components used at each branch point are active and perhaps intelligent.

1



Optical Fibers and
Network H.dware

Figure 1.1: Representative Distribution Network

This implies that many branch points include sub-systems to detect, direct and regen

erate the appropriate information signal back and forth along each adjoining network

segment. Since the branched information content may be unique to a client or client

group, each network drop must have a unique light source and detector if two-way
communication and interactive services are desired.

As the commercial economics of a broadband optical network gradually permit
it to expand outward from the 'head-end' of a distribution system, toward the pri

mary consumers of the information, a greater quantity of inexpensive opto-electronic

components will be required. In the future it may become necessary, if not very

desirable, for each network client to have a broadband optical link into their home

and office. This future network structure and its service features would require at

least one laser diode (LD) per client, along with the other associated and necessary

system components. Today some new homes are being constructed with built-in fiber

networks, emphasizing the anticipation of expanding optical systems even within the
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client's own domain. Because the deployment of the broadband lasers used in net

work trunks today would make future network services and growth unaffordable, light
source alternatives must be found.

1.2 Fiber Optic Transmission Systems

Optical systems can handle information in either of the two basic forms: analogue
or digital. The information simply uses an electromagnetic carrier in the optical

spectrum, instead of a carrier having radio or microwave frequencies; the analogue or

digital signal modulates an optical carrier before travelling, or propagating, through
the waveguide.

As in other transmission technologies, noise and distortion may degrade the per

formance of an optical system. These factors present a unique challenge when an

optical link uses an inexpensive LD at relatively high modulation frequencies. This

difficulty stems from the lack of good linearity during the conversion of the electrical

signal within the light source. The frequency dependent distortion will often limit

transmission system bandwidth. There are some methods for control and minimiza

tion, but they may involve the use of an alternate and prohibitively expensive laser,
or a more complex system design.

Digital systems use binary or multi-level symbol sequences to convey information.

The performance of a digital channel depends on it conveying a timely representation
of the original information, without exceeding a specific probability of error. Un

fortunately, the inherent non-linearity of a LD operating at the frequencies required
to achieve high bit-rates causes distortion to the optical signal .. A distorted signal
changes the shape and/or phase of the data symbol, creating inter-symbol interfer

ence (lSI) and errors at the decision gate of the receiver. This results in an increase

to the bit-error rate (BER) for the channel, and may be a limiting factor for the

information services the system can support.
A significant amount of networked information originates or exists in analogue

form, and most terminal equipment is analogue in nature. As a result, optical trans

mission systems that use analogue modulation techniques have the potential to per-
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mit end-users to avoid the replacement of their present devices. However, due to

the affordability and benefits of digital technologies, the exchange of predominantly

analogue information is rapidly changing throughout the world. Therefore, transmis
sion systems that economically allow some flexibility in handling a migration from

analogue to digital formats have become preferred assets to network operators. Broad
band optical systems can provide this.

Although they are more bandwidth-efficient, analogue systems require the re

ceived signal waveform to represent the one transmitted much more accurately than

the comparable data sequence in a digital system. Changes to a transmitted optical

intensity/power, electric field, frequency, or phase must be proportional, or analogous,
to corresponding input signal variations. Analogue transmission system performance
is measured by determining the amount of noise and interference that is added to

the signal waveform. Therefore, collectively, the transmitter, waveguide and receiver

must deliver a linear response.

Within the bounds of their technologies, electrical and microwave systems have

succeeded in handling analogue information. However, much of the potential in op

tical systems remains un-tapped. Most notably, the modulation of inexpensive LDs

using analogue signals is presently restricted to low-frequency bands because the de

vice non-linearities significantly degrade their optical performanceat high frequencies.
Most analogue systems face this problem when a bandwidth greater than 600 MHz

is required.

Analogue systems often use a sub-carrier multiplexing (SCM) scheme so that

many channels of information - amplitude, frequency and/or phase modulated
can simultaneously be transmitted without inflicting noticeable interference on each

other. Sub-carrier multiplexing is simply frequency-division multiplexing (FDM) of

many sub-channels of information prior to modulation of the system transmitter.

A simple SCM system, like that shown in Figure 1.2, could use a common antenna

television (CATV) signal to directly modulate an optical carrier. In such a system,

the radio-frequency (RF) carrier of each television signal is then referred to as a

sub-carrier. Since the output signal from the laser includes quite a few modulated

4
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Figure 1.2.: Example of a Sub-carrier Multiplexed Transmission System

sub-carriers, combined using FDM, the result is a broadband, complex, time-varying
waveform. The LD non-linearity, which has a frequency dependent element, un

fortunately contributes significant signal distortion when the complex waveform has

'high-frequency' contents. In addition to the frequency factor that causes optical

signal distortion, an increase in the number of channels carried by the system in

creases the peak-to-rms ratio of the modulating signal. This means that the number

of channels will also affect the distortion from the LD.

Because the distortion effects from one channel may fall inside the bandwidth of

several other channels, the greater the number of channels carried by the optical SCM

system, the greater the problem with inter-channel interference. The greater the non

linearity of the LD modulation characteristic, the more prominent the interference,
and the lower the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each multiplexed channel. This

problem can be avoided by either using modulation systems that are nearly linear

over a broader bandwidth or by limiting the channel count. The degree of linearity

required will depend on the number of channels (or sub-carrier frequencies) provided
by the system, as well as the tolerance of each channel to noise and interference.
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In an effort to improve the spectral efficiency of an optical transmission system be

yond that of an analogue SCM scheme, hybrid systems have drawn some exploratory
attention. For the sake of spectral efficiency, a hybrid systemmay have its modulating

signal configured as shown in Figure 1.3. The placement of a high frequency digital
channel above an already maximized SCM frequency plan can figuratively appear

to provide the most information throughput. However, this goal to exploit optical
bandwidth is not an easy one to achieve. Published work dealing with hybrid optical

systems highlight that a number of trade-offs must be carefully considered [2],[3]; the

system designer must trade the quality of the analogue channels for the quality of the

digital channel [3].
In order tominimize the occurrence of clipped information within the SCM compo

nent of the hybrid system, the modulation index of each channel must decrease if the

number of channels is increased. Since resource use improves when more sub-carriers

are added, each modulation index is reduced to permit greater spectral efficiency -

often to the point where a broadband analogue channel risks falling below its re

quired SNR. An SCM scheme alone will tolerate, and be designed to permit, some

occasional clipping when channel signals peak during the same instant, provided that

.

the frequency of this occurrence does not produce excessive noise for anyone chan-

Signal
Power'

Bandwidths of
Baseband Channels
in SCM System

I \

Bandwidth of

High Data Rate

Digital Channel

�

Frequency (linear scale)

Figure 1.3: Frequency Plan for a Digital/SCM Hybrid Modulation Signal
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nel. In a hybrid arrangement, the occurrence of any clipping of the composite signal
causes bursts of errors in the digital channel, presenting a limit to the digital channel

capacity.
A digital channel depends on its symbols being detectable above the noise level.

The lower its modulation index, the greater the impact of noise and the higher the
BER. If the high data rate digital channel were to compensate for the noise by having
a slower symbol rate, the analogue channels would become cramped in frequency
and fewer in number. A slower symbol rate reduces the efficiency of the hybrid
system because the SCM channel scheme prefers the more linear lower frequencies.
In addition, more distortion products from a slower digital channel could contribute

to greater interference among the analogue channels. This added interference and

distortion would suggest an increase in the common modulation index to maintain

the required analogue channel SNRs, but consequently would lead to more clipping,
error bursts and a further decrease in digital channel capacity.

Aside from data formats and modulation plans, an optimally designed optical
transmission system will also require the thorough consideration of dispersion. Dis

persion is a bandwidth limiting distortion effect that occurs inside the optical wave

guide [4, pp.88-95]. It may be reduced by decreasing the length of travel within the

fiber, by using expensive narrow line-width lasers, or by using spectral wavelengths
near or at the zero-dispersion transmission wavelength.

Due to the nature of most distribution networks, the main trunk segments that

are long enough to face dispersion limitations can afford the high costs of hand

picked, 'high-end' light sources. Because the transmission service provided by such a

trunk segment is shared among verymany downstream clients, its high cost may also

be distributed and justifiable. Among network segments where distances are often

relatively short, dispersion effects are far less significant. This realm of application

permits LD line-width requirements to be less restrictive and less costly.
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1.3 Application Dependent Requirements and Constraints

Future fiber optic systems may permit as much as 30 Terahertz (30,000 GHz)
of information bandwidth per fiber. This means that many data applications would

share the same transmission/distribution system. When combined with the facts

that data volumes and network sizes are rapidly increasing, it is no surprise that

system requirements are becoming more complex. The data may experience sev

eral re-ordering, re-formatting, re-directing and/or translation operations. Therefore,
considerable work has been done by system planners, who have often identified that

the lack of linearity in small, affordable light sources is a major obstacle restricting
the general commercialization of high value broadband services [5, pp.3-8],[6].

Compared with other optical transmission system technologies, the direct inten

sity modulation of a LD using a CATV signal is conceptually simple and not difficult

to construct. It is for this reason that the deployment and study of directlymodulated

SCM systems has been attractive to a variety of service providers, not only those han

dling television (TV) images. However, there are some known difficulties. Study has

shown that a high channel-count optical CATV system is among the most demanding

applications when it comes to achieving the overall system signal requirements [6].
The CATV industry has accepted the analysis of Darcie and Bodeep [1] and

requires the optical system performance levels shown in Table 1.1. Their work con

sidered the standard amplitudemodulated vestigial sideband (AM-VSB) format used
for TV. The performance levels they determined were found to be necessary in order

to substitute a directly modulated optical system for one based on a coaxial cable

design. These optical performance requirements should avoid degrading the signal

fidelity that CATV viewersexperience and expect.

Table 1.1: System Requirements for Optical CATV Signals, According to [1]

I Transmission Segment I No. of Channels I CNR (dB) I CSO (dBc) I CTB (dBc) I
Trunk 40 - 80 > 55 � -55 < -65

Subscriber Loop 20 -40 � 48 < -50 � -55(FTTC)
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North American CATV requirements, and other similar SCM systems, specify a

signal-to-noise measure in terms of the carrier power for each channel, and refer to it

as the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) [1],[7]. Carrier-to-noise ratio measurement prac

tices, straightforward and easy to perform during service calls, address quantitatively
the signal resolution and strength. It is an accepted system performance measure be

cause the relationship between the SNR and the CNR has been determined from the

knowledge of system regulatory requirements. The CSO and CTB measures respec

tively address practical second- and third-order distortion concerns [7, pp.157-162],
and will be described in a later chapter.

In optical systems where interference from noise and distortion present a major

challenge for signal recovery, an analogue frequency modulated (FM) format could
also be applied. An SCM channel having an FM format is much less sensitive to

system non-linearities and noise than an analogue amplitude modulated channel, but

it would use approximately 30 MHz per video channel - five times more bandwidth

than the standard television (TV) allocation. If the AM-VSB/FM conversion equip
ment and additional transmission bandwidth can be afforded, FM video signals could

significantly relax the CNR requirements for a CATV system to as little as 16.5 dB [8].
In a similar way, an SCM system may also contain baseband channels having

digitally modulated information. However, a frequency- or phase-shift keyed (FSK
or PSK) digital video channel requires a bandwidth allocation capable of 100 Mb/s
(432 Mb/s for high definition TV) [5, p.23]. These bit rates, even when reduced by

compression techniques, demand much more bandwidth than a comparable channel

using AM-VSB. It is for this reason, plus the added costs of conversion to an analogue
signal prior to the viewers' TV, that presently make an AM-VSB SCM scheme most

attractive for the optical delivery of video services.

Because competitive systems require low-cost, long-life technologies, it is also pos

sible that the versatility of a broadband optical SCM system provides an advantage in
the preparation for change. If, and when, a sub-carrier of a different format is desired,
additions to, or replacement 'of, TV channels in a standard CATV system could be

accomplished without the alteration to any optical infrastructure. In this way, future
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network services will not have their costs constrained by possibly expensive hardware

up-grades.
The primary key to efficiently and affordably distributing large amounts of infor

mation in an optical network is the linear performance of the operating components.
Given this performance, system operators could deliver present service needs while

also having the flexibility for growth and change. Commercial light source modules

that use a highly linear LD and contain distortion compensating drive circuitry have

allowed the distribution of as many as 110 analogue video channels, but have cost

$1500 per module. Although costly, linear light source performance is evidently avail

able, a solution that linearizes an inexpensive, less linear laser may result in a more

attractive component cost. This could then facilitate a more rapid implementation
of high bandwidth systems and services.

Prior work on the general topic of improving opti-cal system linearity has extended

in many directions. This is partly due to changing system service requirements as well

as changing material, device and system technologies. Several of the prior approaches
have been concisely summarized by Sieben [9, pp.22-36] and others [5, pp.1l-13] so

that an emphasis in new directions can be made.

Over the last twenty years there has been much research into the performance,
modulation and structures of optical devices. Some work has involved real compo

nents, while much of the recent work has involvedmodels. Having developed the tools

and knowledge that allow accurate model studies, optical specialists now have a good
understanding of different devices and material behaviors, and are less constrained

when exploring new and more complex light source possibilities. Application research

need not, therefore, be as costly in both time and money as it once was.

1.4
.

Thesis Objectives

The object of this work was to linearize a laser. The work has involved the simu

lation of a modeled LD and a matched distortion compensation circuit. The method

of distortion compensation considered was a continuation of work by Sieben [9], who
previously derived an electrical pre-distortion circuit using Volterra analysis. The
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coefficients for the pre-distorter that will minimize second- and third-order distortion

in SCM systems having bandwidths up to 1 GHz have been determined and reported
in this thesis. A further objective of this work was to develop an adaptive structure

for the pre-distortion circuit so that it will be capable of addressing LD aging and

temperature effects.

There were practical limitations faced by Sieben in realizing a working pre-distor
tion system using hardware. This research, therefore, has employed a user-friendly
SPICE-based tool to better explore the potentials concerning the construction and

application of an electrically enhanced optical transmitter. This simulation approach
has provided an easy and cost-effective means for determining the operating functions
and performance desired for the electrically adaptive pre-distorter. In this way, the

initial development of a transmitter module containing both a LD and a Volterra

structured pre-distortion circuit may be thoroughly considered prior to tackling any

hardware issues in a lab.

1.5 Organization of this Thesis

Following this introductory chapter, a fundamental explanation of the operation
of a laser diode is given in Chapter 2. This provides a foundation for understanding
the equations used to model the device, as well as the inherent non-linear behavior

that becomes more noticeable with high modulation frequency, temperature change
or aging. Chapter 3 contains an introduction to a novel LD 'circuit' model and

the signal distortion mechanisms related to the device. The Volterra structure for a

compensative distortion system is also included in this chapter. In Chapter 4, the

benefits offered by applying adaptive feedback to a distortion compensation system

are discussed. These benefits are highlighted in that chapter using a generic trial

of-concept circuit study. Then, in Chapter 5, the models used to simulate the pre

distorted LD, with and without adaptive feedback, are presented in detail. The

adaptive strategy and its performance results are also found in this chapter. Summary
comments and conclusions follow in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

The Laser Diode

2.1 Overview

The laser diode is a complex micro-structure made of semiconducting materials.

When careful attention is given to the material selection and placement, the fabrica

tion processes and the device operation within its application environment, the diode

may function as a laser.

Diodes conduct electrical current only while the voltage applied across the device

has the proper polarity and sufficient magnitude. This operation is dependent on

the quantum-electronic properties of two adjoined semiconductor materials. A LD,

however, is a special type of diode that is explained using a combination of both

semiconductor junction theory and laser physics.
The LD is unique among optical semiconductor devices in that, when the device

operates above its threshold, it emits packets of optical energy, called photons, at

discrete wavelengths. With the special material combinations and geometries used

for LDs, this means that essentially all the photons have the same wavelength and are

in-phase, producing what is called coherent light. Coherent light cannot be generated
from a light emitting diode (LED) because its micro-structures' do not permit the

needed wavelength selections and restrictions.

The acronym 'laser' came from the' phrase: 'light amplification from stimulated

emission of radiation'. A semiconductor device must, therefore, attain a level of

stimulated emission that results in a net optical gain before significant light output
can be produced. The late 1950's and early 1960's saw the launch of functioning lasers
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and the application of laser concepts to the semiconducting diode [10, pp.28-33]. This
then led to the development of a room temperature, continuous beam device in 1970,
and more powerful commercial LDs in 1975.

2.2 Fundamentals of Photonic Emission

Semiconductor lasers are junction devices that have developed from many of the

concepts that explain the operation of LEDs. Simply stated, conduction band elec

trons from an n-type semiconductor recombine with valence band holes from a p-type
semiconductor in the junction region to produce light under forward bias conditions.

An externally supplied forward voltage provides the energy required for both types
of electrical carriers to overcome the potential barrier formed by thematerial disconti

nuity at the junction. The forward bias condition causes the majority carriers in each

of the materials to diffuse away from their respective sources as they become injected
into the junction, or more appropriately called the active region. The recombination

of the electrons and holes results in the release of potential energy. Laser diodes and

LEDs are designed to emit this energy as photons, or light, and therefore exhibit the

phenomena known as 'injection electroluminescence'.

A recombination event is dependent on the meeting of these excited, oppositely

charged carriers at a common atomic site during the same instant. It is not until after

injection into the active region that a sufficient number of oppositely charged carriers
are encountered, enabling recombination. High rates of recombination are achieved

by increasing carrier mobilities and shortening diffusion lengths. An improved ease of

recombination permits the device to be more responsive to its electrical input signal,
and allows the distance across the active region to be reduced so that its optical

output is easier to collect and use.

The emission intensity from the device can be further increased by injecting more

of both carrier types into the active region. Since under equilibrium conditions of

constant temperature, external light and external voltage, an equal amount of energy
is absorbed in generating electron-hole pairs (EHPs) as is lost in eliminating them

(see Figures 2.1(a) and 2.1(b)). A net increase in photon intensity implies an in-
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Figure 2.1: Energy State Transfers Involving Photons and EHPs

Energy may be transferred during electron energy state transitions from

(a) optical to electrical forms, (b) electrical to optical forms, sponta
neously, or (c) electrical to optical forms, stimulatively, meaning one

photon triggers the generation of an additional in-phase, same wave

length photon, where EHPs are plentiful and a population inversion
exists.

crease in device power consumption. This power is usually provided by an externally
controlled electrical source.

An increased forward voltage, V(t), changes the carrier concentrations throughout
the device, increasing the current density, J(t). This behavior is quantified using the

familiar diode equation, [11, pp.41-47]

(2.1)

and results in a greater probability per-unit-time that an electron-hole pair (EHP)
recombination will produce a photon in the active region. In Equation (2.1), Jaat

represents the device-specific reverse saturation current density, q is the electron

charge (1.602E-19 coulombs), n is the ideality factor (1 < n < 2), k is Boltzmann's

constant (1.381E-23 joules/kelvin), and T is the device temperature in kelvin.

Electron-s-hole pair recombination can occur through direct and indirect means.

Both release energy. Since direct recombination involves only the presence of an

electron and a hole, nothing remains, except that a photon is released. An indirect

recombination occurs as the result of interaction with at least one more entity [i.e. a

trapping site or a particle collision). This indirect recombination produces a phonon.
A phonon is a kinetic vibration in the a.tomic bonding or lattice structure, and is
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not light. Because the purpose of a LD is to emit light energy, materials with direct

bandgap characteristics are required in the active region.
Materials having direct bandgap characteristics, however, can be inefficient pho

ton producers. They may also respond poorly to current variations if impurities and

crystal defects at the atomic level are not minimized. This is why both material selec

tion and device fabrication technologies are very important. Table 2.1 lists emission

characteristics for some semiconductors used in opto-electronic devices that are well

suited for telecommunications applications.

Table 2.1: Optical Properties of Some Light Emitting Semiconductors

Semiconducting Direct Bandgap Energy, Approximate Wavelength Emitted,
Material e, (eV) A (JLm)
GaAs 1.42 0.B7
InP 1.34 0.92

In.74Ga.26As.56P.44 0.94 1.31

In.63Ga.37As.sop .20 O.BO 1.55

Generally, conduction band electrons have a distribution of energies that average a

fraction of an electron-volt above the conduction band energy level, Ec, and valence

band holes reside in a similar, but mirrored, distribution below the bandgap and

valence band energy level, E1J• If the bandgap represents an energy difference of

Eg, where Eg = Ec - E1J, then an electron at the bottom of the conduction band

recombining with a hole at the top of the valence band releases the wavelength, AmCJx,
defined as
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where h is Planck's constant (6.626E-34 joule-seconds), C IS the speed of light
(2.99BEB metres/second) and Vmin is the material-specific minimum frequency for a

photon.
If other EHPs having energies greater than Eg recombine, various wavelengths

of light less than AmCJx result. The distribution of energy states in a semiconduc

tor, therefore, explains the generation of broad-spectrum light produced by LEDs,



and under powered LDs operating below their lasing threshold. An electron in any

conduction band state can independently recombine with a hole in any valence band

state at any time (see Figure 2.1(b». This independent release of photon energy is

known as a spontaneous emission, and produces non-coherent light. Non-coherent

light is comprised of out of phase photons that have wavelengths distributed across

a broad spectrum. It is characteristic of LEDs and incandescent bulbs.

2.3 Stimulated Emission

A stimulated emission occurs where one photon triggers an EHP recombination

without causing absorption, loss or change. This means a second and additional

photon, with the same phase, can be produced by this recombination event (see
Figure 2.1(c». It has been shown in other works [12, pp.330-335],[13, pp.177-183,
214-218] that stimulated emission will occur if more electrons occupy conduction

band states than upper valence band states, and more holes exist in the valence band

than in the lower conduction band. This required and un-natural condition is known

as a population inversion.

Normally, and according to Fermi-Dirac statistics [14, pp.70-81],[13, pp.86-92],
the majority of electrons in a semiconductor occupy energy states in the valence band

and are thereby eligible to absorb any photon that has an energy which exceeds the

bandgap energy. Similarly, most holes normally occupy conduction band states.

To facilitate stimulated emission, a laser diode must confine both the injected
EHPs and emitted photons to the same 'active' region. This is essential for effi

cient laser operation. Confinement within the transversal bounds of the region -

between the cathode and anode materials - is almost always done using a double

heterojunction (DH) device structure. Lateral and longitudinal confinement are also

important, but are achieved through a greater variety of techniques, often dictated

by the intended application of the device. Because the population inversion is not a

naturally occurring energy state for any material, all stimulated EHP recombination

events are bound geometrically.
Without EHP and photon confinement techniques, stimulated emissions may
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travel in any direction, and possibly depart from the active region. Outside the active

region, and away from the population inversion, a photon has no chance of generating
an additional emission and will eventually be absorbed, or otherwise have its energy

dissipated. For the purposes of characterizing LD design structures and accounting
for the usefulness a photon has in repeating the stimulated emission process, device

analysts have created a quantifiable measure: the confinement factor. The confine

ment factor simply represents the probability that each photon will stimulate the

emission of another, identical photon.

2.4 Heterojunction Structures

Research in the late 1960's and early 1970's suggested the use of a heterojunction
structure as a means of defining an active region and helping the creation of a popula
tion inversion. This important device structure refers to a junction created by joining
two dissimilar semiconductors. They need not have different majority carrier types,
but because of the uniqueness of bandgap energy characteristics, they are quite iden

tifiably different materials. When referring to a heterojunction, the material having
the greater bandgap energy is designated with a capital, resulting in a P-n or a p-N

junction designation. The designation is also used when referring to isotype junctions
as P-p or N-n.

The heterojunction structure, in all its variations, is, and has been, the standard

for commercial semiconductor lasers since 1975. Its introduction as a pulse-mode
laser by Kasonocky, Comely and Hegyi in 1968 was quickly followed by a continuous

beam, room temperature structure in 1970 [10, p.28]. Significantly lower threshold

currents and longer device lifetimes gained it the favor now demanded from the optics
industries. Many device designs make use of two heterojunctions - one on either

side of a smaller bandgap material. When such a device is forward biased, the center

material becomes the active region, receiving large concentrations of carriers from

both its anode and cathode materials. Depending on the characteristics of the three

key semiconductors used for a DH laser, representations for its structure could be

P-p-N or P-n-N.
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In DH lasers, the outer two materials are heavily doped (but need not be de

generate, or over-doped) so that their Fermi-energy levels, E" are close to their

appropriate bandgap limits. The center layer material, having a bandgap smaller

than those beside it, is lightly doped so that its Fermi level is near the center of

its bandgap. The band diagram for no applied voltage (see Figure 2.2{a)) has no

ticeably stepped valence and conduction levels, and the Fermi level, straight across

both junctions, being higher than the highest valence band 'step' and lower than the

lowest conduction band 'step'. Potential barriers at both junctions confine the carrier

populations within each material.

In a P-p-N device, the forward bias condition (see Figure 2.2(b)) adds the energy

required for holes to flood into the center-layer material, overcoming the P-p valence
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Figure 2.2: Energy Levels for a P-p-N Double Heterojunction Structure
_ (a) represents the energy levels when no voltage is applied to the device,
while (b) represents the energy levels when a forward voltage is applied
to the device.
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band barrier, while electrons overcome the p-N conduction band barrier. The sma.ller

bandgap material naturally offers good transverse carrier confinement since the in

jected holes find a significant potential barrier at the p-N isotype junction, as do

electrons at the P-p junction. A population inversion is now easily achieved without

the need for significant levels of applied energy.

The forward-voltage that produces the threshold current density in a DH device

is much less than that for a homojunction device having the same active .material.

In a DH device as shown in Figure 2.2(b), transverse carrier confinement is very

good, and the needed injection rates are easier to sustain because lower operating
current densities are possible. This reduces internal heating, helping to stabilize

device performance and reduce aging effects and reliability issues.

Laser diodes using a DH design also benefit by having a well defined active region
that has a slightly higher refractive index than the adjoining N- and P-typematerials.

The higher refractive index helps to confine photons within the transversely limited
active volume. It is important to understand that better EHP and photon confinement

leads to a greater device efficiency, lower power consumption, lower threshold current,

greater device linearity and greatermodulation bandwidth. Confinement with respect

to the lateral and longitudinal dimensions is a design concern currently addressed

by a variety of complex fabrication processes and material structures. Longitudinal
confinement will be discussed in the following section. The technical details of lateral

confinement, however, are not relevant within the scope of this thesis, so they have

not been included.

While carriers diffuse through the active region, and away from their point of

injection before releasing energy as a photon, their concentrations diminish. Some

may even travel through the entire active region. This is, however, not preferred, as

those carriers become much less likely to be part of recombinations that will involve

stimulated emissions. Short carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths are thereby impor
tant design considerations that lead to low-power devices. The devices may then be

highly efficient in the conversion of electrical to optical energy. The two factors are

similarly important to enabling the device to respond linearly to rapid' variations in
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current density, or its modulating signal.

2.5 Amplification

Once initiated, stimulated emissions continue as long as the population inversion

exists and photons are present to trigger other emissions. This is one of the reasons

that a minimum or threshold current density is defined for LDs. Above this point,
an increase in the carrier injection rate leads to an increase in stimulated emissions.

Below it, a population inversion does not occur, and only spontaneous emissions can

take place.
In 1962, Robert Hall at General Electric departed from conventional thinking [10,

pp.177-189] and arranged simplemirrored surfaces perpendicular to the material lay
ers. These mirrored surfaces reflected photons back into the material from which they

originated, effectively lengthening the path for other EHP recombinations and addi

tional stimulated emissions. The reflecting surfaces improved the device efficiency by

creating a resonant volume that selects and amplifies certain optical wavelengths pro
duced by the EHPs and stimulated emissions. Today, a variety of additional reflective

techniques, including the change of refractive indexes present in DH structures, may
be used to optically confine and help amplify the emitted wavelength(s).

The resonant cavity can be created using different reflective mechanisms. In one

type of device, the semiconductingmaterial layers are cleaved and coated so that opti
cal reflection occurs abruptly at both ends of the cavity. This is called a Fabry-Perot

(FP) laser. Another type of device uses a distributive grating mechanism causing

Bragg scattering [11, pp.18Q-184]. If the Bragg corrugated structures are produced
as extensions to each end of the cavity, the device is referred to as a distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) laser. If, instead, the corrugations are distributed along the length
of the cavity, a distributed feedback (DFB) laser is produced. DFB lasers exhibit

superior temperature stability, lower operating thresholds and very narrow spectral
linewidths [15, pp.235-249]. They also are difficult to fabricate due to the fact that

the period of corrugation may be as small as 0.2 utu,

Cavity dimensions play a significant role in defining the resonant mode(s) of os-
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cillation. For transverse and lateral fundamental mode operation, at wavelengths of

approximately 1 I'm, active regions must be no thicker or wider than 10-15 I'm. Due

to lateral carrier diffusion and the current leakage [11, pp.165-1661, this is an imprac
tical lateral confinement requirement for simple planar stripe lasers. For illustration,
the stripe laser shown in Figure 2.3 has the lateral dimension of the cavity defined

by the least resistive current path, from the substrate, through the active material

layer, to the metal stripe. (To allow simplification of the illustration, the commonly

present contact layers have not been shown.)

Metal Stripe
Oxide

Transverse
Dimension

.,
Cleaved and Coated End-faces

Cavity .

Emissions
Area

1 [ In(..L..L)]9th -
- a + Rl R2

.

r 2Lc (2.3)

Lateral Dimension

Figure 2.3: A Simple DH Stripe Laser

Single mode LDs are commonly designed so that the active region is 'buried' be

tween non-conducting, low refractive index material layers [11, pp.173-1761. Complex
fabrication processes also enable the necessary transverse confinement, and can create

active material layers as thin as 40 A, or 4.0 nm, for graded index separate confine

ment heterostructure multiquantum well (GRINSCH-MQW) lasers [11, pp.195-200].
In order to produce a coherent output beam having discrete emission wavelengths,

the per-unit-length optical gain or generation at the threshold, 9th, must equal the

losses for each oscillatory path, or mode. This is shown as [11, pp.134-136]
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where r is the optical confinement factor, Q is the cavity absorption loss per-unit

length, Rl and R2 are the reflectivities of the 'end-faces' and Lc is the cavity length.
The second term in the equation effectively distributes the 'end-face' transmissions,

J1 and J2, on a per-unit-length basis.

Electron-hole pair recombinative emissions may produce various wavelengths,
based on the statistical distributions of electrons and holes among energy levels within

the cavity. However, in the defined energy states for the active material, the stimu

lated emissions will be the stronger wavelengths that can resonate within the device.

Those wavelengthswill be the ones supported by stimulated emissions that can survive

absorption and confinement losses along the cavity. The emission wavelengths must

also remain in-phase after completing a roundtrip travel in the cavity, as explained

by standing wave theory. For those wavelengths to which Equation (2.3) applies,
an increase in device current leads to a nearly proportional increase in stimulated

emissions and optical output power.

Figure 2.4 illustrates a representative LD light versus current (L-I) characteristic,
along with example input/output waveforms that could be found in direct intensity
modulated (1M) analogue applications. This is an accurate representation for static

and 'low-frequency' operating behavior. Below the threshold current, Ith, sponta
neous emissions do not significantly exceed absorption rates. At this point, emission.
levels are too low for optical gain and resonance to exist in the cavity; the device

will operate in a manner similar to that of a LED that is barely conducting. Above

the LD threshold, stimulated emissions become dominant. Ideally, it is the reflective

losses from the resonant cavity, or the end-face transmissions, that then become the

useful, external beam of light.

2.6 Optical Power and Intensity Relationships

Having covered the principles for achieving lasing behavior in a semiconductor

device, it is now useful to consider the common expression describing a LD threshold
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Figure 2.4: Laser Diode Output Power/Light vs. Current Characteristic
This generic L-I characteristic illustrates the use of a forward bias cur

rent, Ib, and the distortion effect created during intensity modulation
when the LD threshold current, Ith' is not maintained.

current density, Jth• It may be written as [11, pp.134-135]

Jth =
Jode [1 + 9th] ,

"Ii 90
(2.4)

where de is the transverse dimension of the cavity, or active region depth, and 11i

is the internal quantum efficiency, or ratio of photon emitting recombinations to all

EHP recombinations. The normalized, unsaturated 'static' device gain and current

density, respectively represented by 90 and Jo, are constants applicable to the 'linear'

region just above threshold. Whether above or below threshold conditions, the current
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density is related to the device drive current, I(t), by the expression

(2.5)

where Lc and We, respectively, are the length and width of the LD cavity.
The optical output power from a device can be shown for 'low-frequency' signals

as [11, pp.138-140)

hc [I(t)
-

Ith]-
- "l�" q .

_

hc [L w: J(t)
-

Jth]-

"
c c

q
"lm, (2.6)

when operating above threshold, and where "lut is defined below. Under this cir

cumstance, this equation justifiably overlooks the normally trivial contribution from

spontaneously emitted photons. It also uses the external differential efficiency for the

device, "le:ct, that can be expressed in terms of the stimulated emission efficiency, "lst,
as

"le:ct -

total optical output power transmitted
total power consumed

[ ]-12Lea
� "lst

In (J1J2)
+ 1 . (2.7)

When Equation (2.7) is substituted into Equation (2.6), the resulting expression
contains no variables that relate to spontaneous emissions. From a functional and

external perspective, the efficiency of the device cavity highly depends on "lst, being
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the ratio of stimulated recombinations to all photon emitting recombinations. It is

also important to note that it is a reduction of the stimulated emission efficiency that

creates the non-linear 'saturation region' in the L-I characteristic when above normal

current levels are applied to the device.

Laser diode output power is also the product of the area of the emitted optical
beam and the beam intensity. Because, by definition, intensity is the rate of net energy
flow per-unit-area, this can be shown by representing the laser output intensity in

terms of its photon density, S(t), as

(2.8)

where Po(t) includes both 'end-face' losses and Tp is the lifetime of a photon. Since

the cavity dimensions and the material properties of the device are essentially fixed,
the optical output power, photon density and current all vary nearly proportionally.
If the signal frequency does not remain 'low', these 'linearly' related variables begin·
to vary in a dynamically non-linear manner.
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2.7 Temperature and Aging Issues

Temperature can have a significant effect on the performance characteristic for a

laser, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Higher temperatures raise intrinsic carrier popu

lations and equilibrium generation and recombination rates. This means that more

carriers occupy states ofhigher energy,making a population inversionmore difficult to

attain. It also means that the LD quantum efficiencies decrease. Thermal variations

'. also affect the device operating power and linearity, not to mention other performance
measures for the transmission system.

As in other electronic devices, there will be natural operational heating due to a

non-ideal lattice makeup and carrier/lattice scattering. This is unavoidable when the

device is in use. However, for semiconductor lasers, an important operational benefit

can be gained in this regard if manufacturing processes, device designs and system

designs can minimize and stabilize thermal variations and/or improve stimulated and
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I

Figure 2.5: Effect of Temperature on LD Performance

external efficiencies.

Over the years, fabrication processes have done this by producing semiconductor

lattices that have fewer atomic dislocations, impurities and trapping sites. This de

creases the absorption loss in the cavity and the resistive losses from the materials.

It also allows for the increased confinement of carriers and photons. Additionally,
device designs may now include integrated Peltier-effect cooling structures to help
control operating temperatures. These improvements all come with a cost that, of

course, reflects their lack of simplicity and manufacturing convenience.

Thermal variations may also be reduced by minimizing the signal current varia

tions from the bias current level. This should be done by the application engineers
involved with system designs, and MQW devices in particular [6]. As such, explana
tion and exploration of expanded and new optical system designs is bringing to light
the need for growing consideration of problems and approaches that address temper
ature and aging variations. Device and system technologies have matured, and now

rely on application-specific refinements.
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From work with MQW devices, Pan et al. [16] reported that external quantum
efficiencies were degraded primarily due to the temperature dependence of the stimu

lated recombinations. In considering the possible operating temperatures for FTTH

systems, device efficiencies can also be expected to suffer from carrier confinement

changes.
Work by Wang et al. [17] measured a 5 dB change in second harmonic distortion

(HD2) over a 50°C temperature range for a DBF laser. The work also showed that

if leakage current around the cavity is minimized through good device design and

manufacturing processes, signal distortion is mainly generated by gain saturation and

other non-linearities in the optical medium. It was also shown that HD2 increases

with the device temperature.

Through the lifetime of a semiconductor device, a history of use accumulates

that both permits and encourages permanent changes at the atomic level. Like tem

perature, device aging is another means of varying and degrading LD performance
characteristics. Because many telecommunication system components have been ex

pected to have operating life-spans measuring in decades, the gradual parametric

changes that occur in LDs over time may sometimes determine their suitability for

use in demanding applications. Often, the aging effect resembles the undesirable de

vice behavior produced during a temperature increase. However, unlike temperature

changes, aging is not temporary.
Wood [11, pp.222-224] discusses both temperature and aging effects, along with

some simple compensative drive circuits. He mentions that the lasing threshold may

change by about +1%;oC, and that digital systems can be very sensitive to any

change in threshold levels and transmitted power.

Recently, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have attracted a grow

ing number of research studies. Much of the work has focused on the high thermal

sensitivity of this small, complex-structured device, even though the basic perfor
mance is similar to other lasers.

Dutta et al. [18] presented results that show the decrease in optical output, caused

by a small increase in cavity temperature, is due to the series resistance within the



device. In a VeSEL, and other LDs, increased temperatures and operating currents

lead to reduced emission efficiencies because of decreases in the cavity confinement

abilities. From this, a change in temperature of only a few degrees can cause a very

significant increase in device non-linearity and reduce the power output.
Mena ei al. [19] reported that the complicated interactions within a VeSEL cavity

have created difficulty for models used in design work; the prominent thermal effects

have not been easy tomathematically express in a practical way. However, they found

that, in recognizing the effect temperature has on the VeSEL gain constant, modeled

performance has improved. By considering the sometimes small, but probable, device

temperature variations, it was shown that tool and application research can make

valuable advances.

2.8 Chapter Summary

The LD has been introduced, and the technical explanations for the critical and

unique operating concepts have been presented. General expressions and relation

ships have also been reviewed that should help describe LD performance in common

applications. Although not mathematically developed in this cha.pter, the complexity
of the interaction between electrical and optical energy forms within the device cavity
was described. This was done so that the parameters and variables normally used

to model the LD dynamic system have a framework for reference and understanding.
This chapter has also included a summary look at LD temperature change and aging
effects, so that an awareness has been created in regard to the conditional properties
that some device parameters can include.
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(3.2)

Chapter 3

Modeling Lasers and Signal Distortion

3.1 Expressions for Inherent Device Behavior

As the principles of operation for a LD are well known, device structures can be

accurately simulated in order to adapt and optimize design variations and operational

performances. A book by Wood [11], like many other sources [6],[4],[20],[21],[22],
contains the development and discussion of the time-varying relationship between

electrical carriers and photon emissions. Because device dynamics depend on the

interaction of electrical and photonic systems, there are two rate equations that are

commonly used to describe the operational behavior for a device above its threshold:

dN [ N
and

dt
-
- - - -g(N - No)SqVc· 1's

dS S N

dt
- rg(N - No)S - - + rf3-

1'1' t,

(3.1)

The equations express the density of conduction band electrons, N, and density
of photons, S, within an active cavity volume, in terms of the device drive current, I,

The device dependent parameters are: Vc, the volume of the active region; 1's, the

average electron or carrier lifetime before spontaneous emission; g, the optical power

gain from the generation of stimulated emissions; No, the electron density at the

'lasing threshold; r, a measure of the useful photon-involvement called the optical
confinement factor; 1'1" the average photon lifetime before absorption; and /3, the
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dN I N
and-

- - - - g(N - No)(l-eS)Sdt qVc Ts

dS S N

dt
- rg(N 7""" No)(l- eS)S - - + rf3-

Tp r,

(3.3)

fraction of spontaneously emitted photons that are in-phase with the lasing emissions.

In Equation (3.1), the first term on the right-hand side represents the rate of

charge carriers, or EHPs, that are injected into the active region on. a per-volume
basis. The second term equates to the rate of decrease in the electrical carrier density
due to spontaneous recombinations. The final term represents the rate of decrease in

the electrical carrier density due to the photon stimulated recombinations, and is only
existent above the lasing threshold, when N > No. dN/dt has units of EHPs m-3 S-I.

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (3.2) represents the rate that

useful, confined photons are stimulated on a per-volume basis in the cavity. The

second term equates to the rate of decrease in the stimulated photon density due

to absorption. The final term represents the rate of increase in stimulated photon
density due to the contribution of some spontaneous emissions that remain confined

to the cavity and happen to be in phase with the stimulated, or lasing, emissions.

dS/dt has units of photons m-3 S-I.

High-speed, single mode lasers are more accurately represented when Equations

(3.1) and (3.2) are modified to include an expression containing s, the power gain
compression factor [23]. It is a parameter that helps to account for the non-linear

relationships between carriers and photons during stimulated recombinations. Some

of the factors it accounts for are discussed in [24], each one contributing to a damping
effect on the gain coefficient. Use of the expression in Kuo's work [21], and also that of

Neusy and McGee [25], proved it useful in more accurately quantifying the operating

performance of some LDs. Due to this previous use of the power gain compression
factor with the single mode LD modeled in this thesis, the following modified rate

equations will be appropriate for use, henceforth, in this document:

(3.4)

The terms in Equations (3.3) and (3.4) continue to represent the rates to which they
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(b) r(N1/:O)(1-eS)S T 1

correspond in Equations (3.1) and (3.2).
Each of the two equations can be represented with their respective equivalent

system circuit concepts as shown in Figure 3.1(a) and (b). The two system concepts

(a)

S

N

1

(c)

Figure 3.1: Schematic Models for Laser Diode Rate Equations
(a) and (b) represent Equations (3.3) and (3.4), respectively, while (c)
represents the entire electro-optic system, illustrating the interaction
between electrical carriers and photonic densities in the cavity.
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may also be combined as the more complex, single system shown in Figure 3.1(c).
Together as a single system the optical output of a LD may be computed from the

knowledge of the device drive current.

The single mode rate equations have been used to model steady-state and large
and small-signal dynamic device behaviors using circuit-equivalent systems. Tucker

[23] and Way [22] have demonstrated that typical packaging and chip parasitics do

not significantly affect the accuracy of the model for high-speed devices. Mena, Kang
and DeTemple [26] have provided further adaptations of the rate equations so that

the unique carrier - photon interactions throughout a MQW structured device are

accurately modeled, capturing behavioral effects just outside the active QW-Iayers in

the confinement material. Gorfinkel and Luryi [6] have also explored a MQW device

with the common equations, but added a third energy expression that helped them

predict the effects of electrical carrier heating from optical losses and the modulated

power-flux entering the MQW cavity. Through an electrical schematic form similar

to Figure 3.1(c), Equations (3.3) and (3.4) have also provided the starting point for

the transmitter system studies in this thesis.

3.2 Modeled Performance of a Laser Diode

Table 3.1 lists "the characteristic parameters for a single mode DFB LD studied

by Kuo [21] and by Sieben [9]. The parameters have been applied to the simulation

of the schematic-equivalent model shown as a circuit in Figure 3.2. Another set of

parameters, representing a less-efficient high-speed single mode laser, was used by

Way [22], Neusy and McGee [25] and Sieben [9] when simulations were performed

using the same modeling method. However, because of its greater suitability for use

in modern communication systems, only the parameter set for the LD used in Kuo's

work will be applied in this thesis. For identification purposes, the device will be

referred to as Laser 'A' in this work.

Intusoft's SPICE-based simulation program, ICAP/4 [27], has been used to gen

erate the results presented in this thesis. Tucker [23], Dodds and Sieben [28], Mena
et al. [26] and others used similar tools and techniques to model LDs in their work,
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I Parameter I Definition I Quantity I Units

Table 3.1: Device Parameters used for Modeling Laser 'A'

r Optical Confinement Factor 0.34 ...

t, Spontaneous Electron Lifetime 3E-9 s

Tp Photon Lifetime 2E-12 s

No Transparent Carrier Density lE24 m-3

9 Optical Power Gain 3E-12 m3 S-1

e Power Gain Compression Parameter 3E-23 m3

f3 Probability of SEontaneous Emission caused lE-3 ...

by a Photon rom Stimulated Emission

qVc Product of Volume of Active Region and 5.76E-37 Cm3Electronic Charge
Ith Threshold Current 280 p,A

2

1(V1) I

C1
1

V(6)
·S·

C2
1

Figure 3.2: Circuit Schematic for Simulation of Laser 'A' in lCAP/4
The SPICE netlist, containing component connections, definitions and

values, can be found in Appendix D.l.
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all producing results that have very good agreement and accuracy. Simulated re

sults can therefore be substituted for measurements acquired from costly, real system

experiments.
The distortion in output waveforms was observed to vary with input frequency and

bias settings. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively illustrate the behavior typical of LDs

when excited with a step input current and a 'high-frequency' modulation signal.
Compared to the device input signal, the optical output differs in both wave shape and

time delay. This is attributable to the inherent non-linear characteristic of the device.

These figures illustrate that this behavior can be modeled by the two rate equations.
Observation of this behavior is not new to the optical research community, but it

deserves emphasis before proceeding. The behavior is accurate, and not attributable
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Figure 3.3: Simulated Step Input Response for Laser 'A'
Waveform 1 shows the LD input drive current, 1. Waveform 2 shows the

LD output photon density, S, represented by ICAP/4 as a voltage where
1 volt = lE20 photons/m''.
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100.2N 100.6N 101.4N

Time (0.2 nano-seconds / div. )

lOl.8N

Figure 3.4: Simulated 1 GHz Sinusoidal Response for Laser 'A'
Waveform 1 shows the LD input drive current, 1. Waveform 2 shows the
LD output photon density, S, represented by leAP/4 as a voltage where
1 volt = lE20 photons/m''.

to any problem with the modeling method. Figure 3.5 shows that signal distortion

significantly worsens when LD intensity is modulated with an even greater 'high

frequency' , now in the microwave range at 2 GHz. Device dynamics that affect signal
fidelity clearly exist, and they becomemore noticeable from themagnitude and phase
inconsistencies as the modulation frequency increases.

3.3 Laser Diode System Planning and Performance Issues

The optical signal from a LD can become distorted due to several factors. Some

factors may be compensated for using one of the several methods considered by
Sieben [9] (opto-electronic feedback, phase-shifted signal combination, electro-optic
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580.00

Figure 3.5: Simulated 2 GHz Sinusoidal Response for Laser 'A'
Waveform 1 shows the LD input drive current, I. Waveform 2 shows the
LD output photon density, S, represented by ICAP /4 as a voltage where
1 volt = lE20 photons/m''.

quasi-feedforward, optical feedforward, electrical and optical post-distortion, electri

cal pre-distortion and adaptive electrical pre-distortion), while others may only be

addressed by carefully considering the application requirements and configuring the

transmitter to operate appropriately.
For many applications that aim to exploit the relative simplicity offered by in

tensity modulated (1M) light sources, a LD output signal, Po(t), can be expressed
as

(3.5)

where Ms is the modulation sensitivity and is related to the slope of the L-I charac-
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(1 = Mil MAX[i(t)] =
MAX[I(t)] -lb

t, -lth (3.6)

teristic near 'the operating point, i(t) is a time-varying signal current and Pb is the

optical bias power, being dependent on the device bias current. For simple, non-SCM,

analogue systems, at the peak signal current, Msi(t) equals the optical modulation

index (OMI), (1. This OMI element in Equation (3.5) is more clearly shown as

Equation (3.5) explains the use of the device in the most simple, linear form. It does
not include the origins of signal distortion or noise.

When an information signal is available for optical transmission, two important de

vice bias limitsmust be determined before operation a LD in a direct 1M configuration.
The maximum bias is limited by either the relative intensity noise (RIN) from the

LD, or the saturation region on the L-I characteristic. The minimum bias depends on

the lasing threshold and the OMI required by the signal and system. Thesemaximum

and minimum limits define the useable 'linear' range of the L-I characteristic.

In the 'linear' operating region, a laser produces the modulated output signal and

also a noise component, due to modal instabilities and spontaneous emissions. The

instabilities and other emissions have un-ordered, random tendencies that cause small

intensity fluctuations, or signal noise. As a group, they are expressed as the ratio of

the mean square of the fluctuations to the square of the mean intensity. This ratio is

the RIN value for the device, and is unique to each model of LD.

Since the RIN impact on direct-detection receivers increases with the square of

bias power, Pb, it is desirable to operate a LD below a system determined power

level. This may ensure a system meets SNR and CNR requirements. Because for

analogue transmission systems, where detected optical power levels are usually higher
than those for digital systems, RIN often becomes the limiting factor [5, pp.34-36].
However, for non-SCM analogue systems Pb commonly has amaximum that is limited

by the impact of the saturation region on signal distortion, rather than RIN.

In regard to the minimum bias level, it is fundamental to note that serious signal
distortions can result if operation above the LD threshold is not maintained. In

applications using direct intensity modulation, the designer must ensure that the
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bias current and modulation index are selected so that clipping-induced distortion is

minimized. The OMI is generally chosen so that Msi(t) > -1, or h + i(t) > Ith.

Because an SCM system has a composite input signal in which some or all individual

channels may peak simultaneously, the simple OMI definition mentioned earlier is

replaced with an NnS OMI [29),[30). For CATV systems the OMI is expressed as

(3.7)

where meh is the OMI from the perspective of having a single channel system, and

Nell. is the number of channels frequency-division multiplexed within a multi-channel

composite signal, i(t).
Transmission systems having a small OMI and very low bias power may experience

difficulty in keeping the detected optical signal above the noise level of the receiver cir

cuitry. In SCM systems of this nature, the composite-signal clipping distortion is com

puted as a contributory noise component for each channel in the system [29),[30),[31],
potentially lowering SNRs. Gorfinkel and Luryi [6) studied this using a MQW laser

and showed that in an 80-channel CATV system meh must be below 0.045. However,

sensitive, low-noise optical detectors/receivers are readily available, and meh can be

very small the before SNR requirements for a channel are jeopardized by the use of a

direct 1M transmission system.

3.4 The Problem with Non-linearity

Equation (3.5) represents the ideal linear performance relationship for the device.

However, no real system or device is in any way purely linear. This reality is the

cause of signal degradation in optical sources.

Most LDs appear to have a linear L-I characteristic for signals below 600 MHz,
and are suitable for direct intensitymodulation in analogue signal applications having
'low' bandwidth requirements. However, direct modulation using higher frequencies
causes the inherent dynamic non-linearity to become much more significant and even

visually recognizable (see Figure 3.4). This distortion limits broadband system capac-
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(3.8)

ityand cannot be eliminated by adjusting the static bias point for the LD. Figure 3.6

confirms that a 66 p.A sinusoid biased at 500 p.A -like those shown in Figures 3.4 and

3.5 - would not suffer any significant distortion due to saturation or clipping effects.

Often in systems, non-linear distortion from LDs is related to only the frequency of

the modulating signal and the resulting dynamic activity within each device.

Distortion caused by the dynamic non-linearity in LDs, primarily due to the cavity
resonance and carrier-photon interactions, peaks at what is known as the relaxation

oscillation (R-O) frequency. This frequency is dependent on, among other things, the
LD bias point, and is expressed as [1],[23],[22]
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Figure 3.6: Simulated Static Light vs. Current Characteristic for Laser 'A'
Optical power is proportional to the LD photon density, S, represented
by ICAP /4 as a voltage where 1 volt = 1E20 photons/rn''.
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Darcie and Bodeep [32] show that LDs having an /r of approximately 7 GHz should be

capable of meeting the stringent distortion requirements for 60- to 75-channel CATV

systems.

Realistically, and unlike Equation (3.5), a LD operating above its threshold may

be considered to have a non-linear characteristic. That can be expressed by the Taylor

expansion

(3.9)

where x and yare the input and output signals, respectively, and Co, Cb C2, etc.

represent Maclaurin series coefficients.

If the input signal is time-varying with only one frequency, say x(t) = AsinwIt,
then the output will have terms with frequencies at 2/I, 3/1, etc. These higher order

terms contribute to harmonic distortion (HD), a performance measure computed by

comparing the power or amplitude of a certain spectral term to that of the funda

mental signal. Because Equation (3.9) could be expanded up to the fifth term to

become

(3.10)

it is possible to show that the second-order harmonic distortion, HD2, takes the form

expressed as

(3.11)

When considering broadband SCM systems like that of CATV over fiber, there

can be very many carrier frequencies modulating the LD. As such, some of the HD

components often contribute to the noise experienced by other channels. Although
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HD components usually do not individually cause major system problems, they are

related to other distortion effects and are simple, apparent indicators of non-linearity
within a system.

If the input signal contains the two frequencies, Ii and 12, equal in amplitude,
the output will contain the additional mixed products at ft + 12, 11 - 12, 2ft + 12,
etc. [33, pp.224-227]. Then mathematically from Equation (3.9), after substituting
the sinusoidal input x(t) = A sinWIt + Asinw2t, expanding and simplifying the terms

with Cl, C2 and C3, the LD output becomes

(3.12)

The mixed product terms (where more than one frequency is required to evaluate

the term) are called intermodulation products (IMPs). These terms, such as

are caused by the different input signals (and their harmonics) interacting with each

other. Each IMP is not part of the input signal, and contributes to what is collectively
called intermodulation distortion (IMD).

For a LD and other systems or devices that are very nearly linear, the magnitudes
of the coefficients in the appropriate equations similar to Equations (3.9) and (3.12)
quickly decrease as the series expressions progress beyond the square-law terms. Chid

dix et al. [1] have shown that, because signal distortion typically becomes insignificant
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to system engineers beyond the third-order IMPs, the key optical analogue system

performance measures for distortion are composite second-order (CSO) and compos

ite triple beat (CTB). These measures are usually applied to each channel within a

CATV or SCM system.
The CSO measure is computed by collecting all of the in-band second-order IMPs,

or ones containing the sum or difference of two input carrier frequencies, and com

paring that to the signal component for the channel of interest. This is done on a

power basis and can be calculated for SCM systems using the equation

CSO (dB) = 10 log (sum of powe: from in-band second-order IMPS) . (3.13)
carrier power for the channel

Similarly, CTB is the power comparison of all the in-band third-order IMPs, such

as 2h + 12, 2h - 12 or h - 12 + 13, to the carrier for the channel of interest. Again,
for SCM systems where the information signal for each channel varies with time, the

carrier strength of the channel is used, giving

CTB (dB) = 10log (sum of pow�r from in-band third-order IMPS) . (3.14)
earner power for the channel

The impact of LD non-linearity on SCM system measures, CSO and CTB, can

vary with the carrier frequency offsets chosen. In order for CATV systems to manage

CSO, CTB and other issues, regulations for that industry permit a choice from among

three slightly different carrier-frequency allocation schemes [7, p.94,p.174]: Standard;
harmonically related carriers (HRC); and incremental coherent carriers/incremental
related carriers (ICC/IRC). In the Standard scheme, the second-order IMPs do not

all share the same offset from the channel carrier. In HRC systems, all second- and

third-order IMPs fall in-band, exactly on the carrier. But the ICC/IRC scheme creates

the least perceivable CSO and CTB problems, mainly because it places more of the

second- and third-order IMPs outside (on the edge) of the channel bandwidths than

the other two options. Therefore, it is possible to slightly reduce the non-linearity

problem in SCM systems if the designer has some channel placement flexibility.
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3.5 Optical Distortion due to LD Dynamic Non-linearity

Table 3.2 shows a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the photon density
from the simulated model of Laser 'A'. The laser was driven by a 1 GHz sinusoid

having a 66 p,A amplitude and a 500 p,A bias. The photon density produced has

a bias level of approximately 2.521E20 photons/m'' and a fundamental or carrier

amplitude of approximately 0.866E20 photons/rn". The HD2 and HD3 in the optical

output are both shown as -24.0 dBc and -24.1 dBc, respectively.

Table 3.2: Harmonic Distortion from Laser 'A' Operating at 1 GHz

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in 1E20 photons/nr' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52118 . . . ...

1 0.865786 0.0 -6.1004
2 0.0547101 -23.9869 44.1201
3 0.0537584 -24.1393 56.9984
4 0.0222401 -31.8055 1.50449
5 0.00389746 -46.9326 -47.473
6 0.000453131 -65.6237 -26.338

Figure 3.7 illustrates the signal strength of the second, third and fourth harmonic

distortions across a range of input frequencies up to 1 GHz. As the input signal

frequency increases toward the R-O frequency for this device, it can be observed that

distortion levels become progressively worse.

Analogue video applications are very sensitive to any signal distortion. This chal

lenge is stated by the requirements in Table 1.1. Sub-carrier multiplexing systems
face an even greater challenge when they attempt to concentrate and transmit an

increased number of channels. Because CSO and CTB calculations use the sums of

IMP powers, channel-count works against performance quality. As SCM networks

grow in channel capacity, or channel-count, so do the number of IMPs [6],[7],[5,
pp.182-183]. Considering that IMPs originate from unique combinations of carrier

frequencies present within the SCM signal, this IMP increase due to channel-count
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can be illustrated by Figure 3.8. However, if Nch increases, the per-channel modula
tion index, mch, is often decreased to avoid signal clipping, meaning the carrier power
for each multiplexed channel decreases, too. This, then, forces the CSO and CTB

distortion measures up, closer to performance failure limits.

3.6 Methods to Improve Light Source Linearity

Because the linearity of an optical transmitter can be closely related to the trans

mission capacity for a system, work by Angenent [34], by Chung and Jacobs [31]
and by Gorfinkel and Luryi [6). has focused on defining device and system relation

ships. These relationships help designers select optimal performance arrangements,
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and identify if necessary requirements are even achievable. The obstacle that the

dynamic non-linearity in LDs poses for 'high-frequency', direct 1M links has led to

the studying of alternatives and variations for the transmitter modules.

One alternative could be to use a highly linear external modulator immediately
after a non-modulated, continuous wave (CW) laser. External modulators such as

Mach-Zehnder (MZ) devices exist, but they do not provide perfectly linear modu

lation and can significantly add to the optical loss of a system. Consequently for

high channel-count SCM systems, the non-linear output from a MZ device remains a

problem; work by Sabella [3] and by Darcie and Bodeep [32],[35J indicates that, when
compensation is used, lower levels of distortion may be achievable from a direct 1M

source in comparison to a CW LD with an external modulator.

Several distortion compensation methods that address LD non-linearity have been

discussed by Sieben [9]. For ease of implementation, a pre-distortion approach is often

the preferred method of compensation. Sieben's reasoning and choice do not stand

in isolation, since Lucent Technologies [36] and others [37] have chosen a simplified
form of this method for recently available optical CATV transmitter modules.

Although Sieben's research did not allow him to successfully demonstrate a work

ing pre-distortion circuit, his use of Volterra analysis to achieve a simulated solution

proved to be a capable approach and encouraged further study. He was able to

simulate a combined electrical distortion circuit and LD model, demonstrating the

potential of a pre-distortion solution. His derivations and analysis followed those pub
lished earlier by Biswas and McGee [20], and have been highlighted in Appendixes A

and B as a basis for the extended work presented in this thesis.

3.7 Volterra Analysis of LD Non-linear Distortion

A pre-distortion approach is much like a post-distortion approach, except that the

compensation is applied to the signal before modulation distortion occurs. Because

the input current for a LD can be expressed in terms of its photon density more easily
.than the reverse, Biswas and McGee [20] and Sieben [9J applied a post-distortion

approach. They manipulated Equations (3.3) and (3.4) SO that the current could be
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+ ks3 + Is2s' + ms2S" + nss's' , (3.15)

determined from the photon density, and a post-distortion system was in hand.

The expression derived for a post-distortion system capable of addressing LD

distortion up to the third-order is

i = a + bs + cs' + ds" + es2 + fss' + gss" + hs's'

where i = i(t) = I(t) - I", s = s(t) = S(t) - S" and a, b, c, etc. are constants

determined from device parameters and bias levels, as explained in Appendix A.

Equation (3.15) can be considered to represent a non-linear time-invariant system, if

temperature and other variables are neglected. The system has no memory, and its

performance is frequency sensitive. This is due to the facts that there are no time

offset terms, and that there are derivatives of s with respect to time. Such a system
can be re-defined by using Volterra analysis, as has been shown by Narayanan's work

with transistors [38],[39] and Biswas and McGee's work with LDs [20].
In order to reduce the non-linear distortion that occurs in LDs with 'high-fre

quency' signals, the idea of first highlighting and then maybe eliminating the fre

quency sensitivity of the device was seen as a possible solution. By following this

approach, Volterra analysis promised much help. When applied to the LD post

distortion expression, Equation (3.15), Volterra analysis could then identify the sys

tems and functions required to compensate for the frequency sensitivity in light source

modules.

The Volterra approach permits Equation (3.15) to be thought of in a form similar

to Equation (B.2), expressed as i(t) - a = DI [s(t)]+D2 [s(t)]+Ds [s(t)]. If the
constant a is ignored, the new form of the expression can be represented by the block

diagram of the distortion system shown in Figure 3.9, where DI [0], D2 [-] and o, H
are the respective first-, second- and third-order Volterra operators. In parallel, these

operators form a complementary opposite distortion system, specific to LDs.

The distortion system operators each have a representative transfer function, and
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Input
Signal

Output
Signal

Figure 3.9: Block Diagram of Third-order Volterra Distortion System

have been identified through the derivations in Appendix B.1. The derivation method

follows the particular system excitation and analysis approach used by others in

previous work [5, pp185-187],[20],[9]. The method uses the premise that different

aspects of the distortion system can be revealed if a specific excitation or 'probing' is

provided.
To define the first-order function, D1(jWl), the post-distortion expression in Equa

tion (3.15) was 'probed' by setting S = Spk&W1t and used Spk to represent a time

invariant peak magnitude. The result was arranged to take the form D1(jWl)&W1t, so
that D1(jWl) could be identified. Then DZ(jWl,jWZ) was similarly found by 'prob
ing' with S = Spk (&Wlt + &W2t) and noting the coefficients of the terms containing
&(Wl+W2)t. And finally, S = Spk (&Wlt + &W2t + &WSt) was used in Equation (3.15) so

that D3(jWl,jWZ,jW3) could be equated to coefficients of terms containing&(Wl+W2+WS)�
The Volterra transfer functions for the third-order LD post-distortion system have

been identified as

(3.16)

(3.17)
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b

It has been shown in Appendix B.2 that these three Volterra transfer functions

create the block' system with time-domain functions, as illustrated in Figure 3.10.

Since this system definition may affect signal compensation for a LD, either before
or after the electro-optic device, it can be applied before the LD, normalized for

the different, but appropriate, input and output values and used as a pre-distortion

system instead.

Input
Signal

OUtput
Signal

Figure 3.10: Distortion System Structure that Compensates for Dynamic Non-lin
earity in a LD
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On observation of the third-order Volterra distortion system, it should be noted

that a common structure (see Figure B.2) presents itself three times. On each occasion
of appearance in Figure 3.10, the structure operates on a different variation of the

input signal - the fundamental, squared and cubed versions of the input waveform.

Although each of the three structures has uniquely different coefficient values, each

produce a frequency-dependent signal modification that can be similarly explained

by the phasor diagram in Figure 3.11.

Imaginary Axis
(quadrature)

Zv"(t)

Yv'(t)

Xv(t) Real Axis
(In-phase)

Figure 3.11: Phasor Diagram of the Common Structure Sub-system in the Volterra
developed Distortion System

From Figure 3.11, whether v(t) represents the fundamental, squared or cubed

version of the real input signal, it can be seen that each of the common structure

sub-systems affect a change to the magnitude and phase of its input phasor, v(t).
For the fundamental branch of Figure 3.10, the constant coefficients b, c and d could

respectively replace the arbitrary fixed-value coefficients X, Y, and Z in Figure 3.11.

The squared-law and cubed-law branches could be similarly considered.

Because the distorter coefficients depend on the characteristics and bias condi

tions of the LD, b, c, d, etc. can be considered constants during normal operation.
This means that each of the resulting phasors from the common structures have a

magnitude and phase that varies directly with the frequency of the respective v(t).
By looking at the signs (±) of the distorter coefficients (calculated in Appendix C),
it appears that as the frequency of the input signal grows, the fundamental branch

produces a resulting phasor of decreasing magnitude and advancing phase. Similarly,
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both the squared-law branch and cubed-law branch produce phasors of decreasing
magnitude and advancing phase. The sum of the three branches becomes the signal
output from the Volterra-developed distortion system.

3.8 Chapter Summary

The content in this chapter built on the understanding gained in Chapter 2. Here

two rate equations, expressing both the electrical carrier and photon densities within

a LD, have been introduced. Within this chapter, it has been shown how these two

equations can be transformed into an equivalent 'circuit' model, and then used to

simulate real LD performance. While doing this, a quantitative characterization of

the LD transient behavior has been presented. The non-linear distortion produced

during device operation across a broad band ofmodulation frequencies has also been

determined and recorded, to provide a foundation for later results.

The chapter contained an overview of the present application environment most

challenging to LD performance: direct intensity modulation using a broadband SCM

signal. System performance measures dealing with signal distortion, such as HD,
CSO and CTB, have been reviewed, and the relations to LD operation discussed.

This chapter was then concluded with an explanation of a favored approach to LD

distortion compensation. That approach used Volterra analysis, and has defined

a complementary opposite pre-distortion system structure that will be developed
further in a later chapter.



Chapter 4

Adaptive Pre-distortion for Non-linear

Components

4.1 Conceptual Approach

If the distortion from a non-linear device is to be minimized using a pre-distorter,
certain amplitude and phase characteristics that are the exact inverse match (or
complementary opposite) of the device must be produced by the pre-distorter. The.

optimal characteristics of a pre-distortion circuit can be determined during its design.

However, in circumstances where it is useful to maintain a good inversematch in times

of system variability, the pre-distorter characteristics may be actively controlled and

adapted during ongoing operation.
Work by Ghaderi on adaptive linearization of power amplifiers for RF applica

tions [40) provides a basis for the employment of a similar concept using laser diodes.

His thesis examined methods for the dynamic adjustment of pre-distortion circuit

coefficients. He showed that gradual changes occurring in the non-linear device can

be tolerated by a pre-distorter, and near optimal system performance maintained.

Ghaderi applied signal processing to a tapped portion of the modulated power

amplifier output. He then adjusted the necessary distortion system coefficients using
the error (or difference) between the pre-distorter and the signal processing circuit at

the system output.

Because the signal processing applied to the tapped portion of the amplifier out
. put was very similar to the pre-distorter, it may be thought of as a post-distortion
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system. This post-distorter should not, however, directly contribute to the output

signal improvements. It was used to evaluate the ongoing complementary opposite
match condition of the signal pre-distorter to the non-linear amplifier. If the match

condition differed from the designed setting, coefficients in both the distorters would

be actively adjusted to maintain optimal performance.

Application of the adaptive pre-distortion concept within the design of an optical
transmitter would allow the module to compensate for temperature and aging affects,
or any other long-term variations relative to the modulating signal frequency. The

signal flow and the block processes necessary for implementation of such an optical
transmitter are shown in Figure 4.1.

Input
Signal

Pre- Distortion System
Bias
Level Optical

Output
Signal

....

! �
:

I

Post- Distortion System

Laser
Diode
(Nonlinear
Device)

Local
Detector
and

Signal Level
Adjuster

Figure 4.1: Concept of a Pre-distorted LD with Adaptive Feedback
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Figure 4.1 shows that the signal path in this feedback system is not directly closed,
and that it is not completely electrical. Combining these observations, and the fact

that any stable closed-loop control system must have a time constant shorter than

the event period it is intended to address, helps in recognizing that this system does

not employ a traditional electrical feedback approach. Although the adaptive nature

of this system concept involves a feedback loop, it is important to note that its design
is not intended to provide any real-time adjustments that compensate for the instan
taneous signal distortion caused by the dynamic non-linearity of a laser diode. The

signal frequencies for which dynamic distortion compensation is needed are simply
too high to avoid the system instabilities that would result if the complementary op

posite distortion was controlled directly and instantaneously by an electrical feedback

loop.
In the non-traditional feedback approach considered here, the pre-distortion from

the Volterra-based system provides the needed frequency dependent signal distortion,
while the distortion system feedback signals contribute only indirectly to system per

formance. This feedback is used to adapt the pre-distorter coefficients to the signifi
cant but small and slow changes that occur within the modulated 'device'. Similar to

Ghaderi's work, control of the adaptable distortion coefficients is provided by using
the comparative analysis of the pre- and post-distortion systems.

4.2 Trial of Concept

The system shown in Figure 4.2 can be used to simulate and explore the concept
of adaptive pre-distortion. Because it has been previously noted in other publica
tions that pre-distortion solutions for an optical system can be extremely sensitive to

distortion system design implementations [5, pp.11-13],[32], itwas felt that anyadap
tive version of the pre-distorter would require a similarly sensitive control definition.

The trial-of-concept (TOC) will use third-order distortion compensation systems and

highly precise comparison operations. The simplistic system in Figure 4.2 contains

only some elements of a conceptual pre-distorted LD module, hut will permit a better

focus on the adaptive functions.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated System for Exploring an Adaptive Pre-distortion Concept in
ICAP/4
The netlist can be found in Appendix D.2.

The ICAP /4 system schematic shown contains a non-linear 'device' that loosely

corresponds to a LD. Exact operations will be explained later. The third-order distor

tion systems are attached immediately before and after the non-linear 'device'. Both

distortion systems are theoretically identical, and are constructed to allow their corre

sponding coefficients to be equally altered according to the signal difference between

corresponding system nodes. Even though the coefficients within both distortion sys

tems can be optimized, and set for operation with a specific non-linear 'device', the
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adaptation rule(s) may need to overlook some slight signal differences between the

two systems. The differences will be caused by the fact that both distortion system

inputs cannot be truly identical.

If the optimal pre-distortion characteristics could produce an exact inverse match

to the non-linear 'device' distortion, the post-distorter input, node 7, would be iden

tical to the overall system input. But because a pre-distortion system is only a

finite-order approximation of the complementary opposite to the non-linear 'device',
some distortion will always be present in the overall system output signal. By using
the post-distorter to help characterize the amount of distortion present in the output

signal under optimal pre-distortion conditions, any deviation from these reference

levels can help indicate a need for re-optimizing the inverse match conditions.

This simulated TOe will use linear relationships to affect the adaptive control

on the distortion system coefficients. Voltages at nodes 2, 3, 8 and 9 will reflect the

distortion system signal changes that are computed relative to the preset optimal
coefficient values. For adaptive purposes their control will be based on the differences

between the pre- and post-distorters, as determined by the comparators. All the

function blocks used within the two distortion systems and the three comparison

operations will be ideal. Therefore, any distortion system signal differences detected

by the comparators will be due to the distortion present in the overall system output

signal at node 7. In theory, this will only happen when the inverse match of the

pre-distorter to the non-linear 'device' has not been maintained.

Before investigating the adaptive abilities ofthe simulated circuit, an initial set of

distortion system coefficients must be identified and the compensative performance
noted. A change to the non-linear 'device' will then be made to simulate aging, or

a departure from the original optimal match condition. After applying the 'device'

change, a new match must then be determined by altering the distortion system and

restoring its complementary opposite performance. Through the consideration of the

necessary manual coefficient alterations that will take place, expressions or rules can

be defined that complete the development of a self-adaptive concept for this TOe

system.
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(4.2)

4.3 Discussion of Results

Because the purpose of this trial was to investigate the development of an adaptive

algorithm that allows the pre-distortion system to address LD aging and temperature

changes, and that the pre-distortion system was presumed to already address any

necessary frequency dependent distortion issues, frequency was considered a constant

within the scope of this TOe investigation. As such, the non-linear 'device' in this

chapter was not given a frequency dependent characteristic and could be expressed

using the simple series equation

(4.1)

where Co = 0, Cl = 1, C2 = 0.1 and C3 = O. The time-varying signal at system node 4

in Figure 4.2 was represented as XV4(t), and the output voltage at node 7 as Yv1(t).
The two identical distortion systems (pre- and post-) were expressed as

where Xd(t) can represent the input signals at nodes 1 and 7, and Yd(t), the output

signals at respective nodes 4 and 12.

The distortion systems expressed in Equation (4.2) were initially given the man

ually optimized coefficient settings of Cdl = 1, Cd2 = -0.105521 and Cd3 = 0.021804.

This was because their preset values were chosen expecting Equation (4.1) to hold

true, representing a stable non-linear device. In this way, baseline results were deter

mined, allowing the later development of an adaptive system.

For visual reference, Figure 4.3 shows the input and output waveforms collected

during the simulation of the Figure 4.2 system. Initially, no adaptive operations were

applied. The voltage waveforms displayed were acquired using the 'transient analysis'
simulation mode of leAP/4 and are labeled with the corresponding node number in

parentheses. The harmonic distortion in the TOe output was determined using a

1 GHz sinusoidal signal, and are shown in Table 4.1. These numeric results were
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Figure 4.3: Waveforms from Trial of Concept System using Baseline Settings

Table 4.1: Harmonic Distortion from Trial ofConcept System using Baseline Settings

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in volts in dBc Input in Degrees

0 -0.00069279 .. . ...

1 1.00024 0.0 1.17842E-I0
2 0.00000108198 -119.318 90
3 0.0000311513 -90.4448 180
4 0.000693199 -63.1849 90
5 0.0000287598 -90.8264 180
6 0.00000148568 -116.564 -90
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YV14(t) - XVS(t) - XV2(t) and (4.4)

identified by using FFT analysis tools.

Next, the value of C2 in Equation (4.1) was changed to 0.102. This was done

to simulate an aging effect within the non-linear laser-like component in Figure 4.2.

Waveforms collected during this simulation are shown in Figure 4.4, also using the

same input sinusoid at 1 GHz. The output signal FFT results are shown in Table 4.2.

These new waveforms may be compared to the un-'aged' ones in Figure 4.3. Al

though the 'aged' and un-'aged' waveforms at node 7 look very similar, comparison
of the waveforms at nodes 13, 14 and 15 indicate that an 'aging' effect has degraded
performance.

Nodes 13, 14 and 15 represent the comparative signal differences between corre

sponding nodes in the pre- and post-distortion systems. The representative operations
have been expressed as

YV13(t) - XV7(t) - XVl(t) , (4.3)

YV1S(t) = XV9(t) - XV3(t) , (4.5)

where x(t) and y(t) respectively are input and output voltages for the difference

comparisons, and the subscript designators refer to the voltage node numbers found

in Figure 4.2. These difference signals will be used to calculate the relative change
needed for adapting the distortion system coefficients during simulated system aging
conditions.

When the peak-to-peak range of the difference signals at nodes 14 and 15 change
from the values produced during un-'aged', optimal operation, it can be visually
recognized that the second and third harmonic distortion components produced by
the non-linear 'device' in the post-distortion system become significantly different

from those of the pre-distorter. Because of this, the magnitude of the comparison

operations can be used to adjust the pre- and post-distorter coefficients, allowing the
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Figure 4.4: Waveforms from'Aged' Trial of Concept System with Fixed Pre-distor
tion

Table 4.2: Harmonic Distortion from 'Aged' Trial of Concept System with Fixed
Pre-distortion

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in volts indBc Input in Degrees

0 0.00034856 ... . ..

1 0.999915 0.0 1.179E-I0
2 0.00105411 -59.5415 -90
3 0.0000772457 -82.2418 9.4839E-07
4 0.000707063 -63.0101 90
5 0.0000293350 -90.6515 180
6 0.00000151539 -116.389 -90
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Cdl - 1 , (4.6)

Toe system itself to compensate for the changes in the non-linear 'device'.

In order to confirm that adjustment of the pre-distorter coefficients could be con

trolled by the comparison operations, coefficients settings of Cdl = 1, Cd2 = -0.10785

and Cd3 = 0.02262 were applied, while the non-linear 'device' coefficient, C2 in Equa
tion (4.1), remained 'aged' at 0.102.

Because very small coefficient changes were required to address the 'aging' effect

studied, and any other approach would only unnecessarily complicate the adaptive

operation of the overall system, it can be understood that a linear schemewill be suit

able for controlling the coefficient adjustments. The adaptive coefficient expressions
were then constructed using minimum and maximum peak values from signals YV14

and YVlS. The two identical distortion systems remain as expressed in Equation (4.2),
but now use coefficient values defined by the expressions

Cd2 _ -0.105521 - 0.002329 ( (MAX[YV14]
-

:��V14])
-

438E-6) . and (4.7)

c". = 0.021804 + 0.000836 C9.4E-6
-

(MA;���J
- MIN[ym])). (4.8)

Since Cdl, Cd2 and Cd3 have only been defined to be effective for the range of

performance from where the non-linear 'device' was not 'aged' to where it was (to the
extent described in this simulated scenario), the TOe system should be explored
further if operation beyond these expressed circumstances is desired. It may be

necessary to employ a non-linear scheme to the adaptive coefficient expressions if

'aging' variations increase and more precise controls are required.
The waveforms at nodes 13, 14 and 15, collected while applying the adaptively

determined pre-distortion coefficients, are shown in Figure 4.5 and are very simi

lar to Figure 4.3. These new waveforms indicate that any difference between the

two distortion systems was mainly due to that of the fourth harmonic of the input

frequency.
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Figure 4.5: Waveforms from 'Aged' Trial of Concept System with Adapted Pre
distortion

The simple, linearly adaptive relationships in Equation (4.7) and (4.8) make it

possible to maintain the low levels of harmonic distortion shown in Table 4.3. These

levels are nearly the same as those shown in Table 4.1. Any observed difference will

be due to the effort expended in manually determining the optimal coefficient values.

4.4 Chapter Summary

An approach to linearization was introduced in this chapter that can provide a

method and understanding toward the development of an adaptive pre-distortion sys

tem for LDs. The approach was based on an adaptive linearization concept used by
Ghaderi [40], but has been arranged in this chapter for the exploration of its operation
with a Volterra-structured pre-distortion system. A simple, general system config
uration was analyzed. The configuration used a post-distorter after the modulated

'device' to help determine the optimal coefficient values for the pre-distorter. This

demonstrated how the pre-distorter coefficients can be used to adapt the compensative
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Table 4.3: Harmonic Distortion from'Aged' Trial of Concept System with Adapted
Pre-distortion

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in volts in dBc Input in Degrees

0 -0.00073335 . . . ...

1 1.00015 0.0 1.26491E-I0
2 0.0000000844628 -141.468 89.9998
3 0.000000872336 -121.188 9.25787E-05
4 0.0007349 -62.6767 90
5 0.0000311046 -90.1448 180
6 0.00000163094 -115.753 -90

distortion to changes within the 'device'. The intended focus for the chapter has been

the means for computing the adaptive control signals and the linkages between the

pre- and post-distorters. From the arrangement presented, a non-traditional control

loop and some basic mathematical operations have been shown to be functionally
effective in providing those linkages and signals.



Chapter 5

Compensation for Laser Diode Distortion

5.1 Pre-Distortion for Laser Diodes

Previous researchers have demonstrated compensation for the signal distortion

created in laser diodes using simulated device and circuit models [41],[9]. Because

computational hardware and software tools have greatly improved with time, it is

now easier to attain more precise simulated results in little time. Before considering
an adaptive pre-distorted LD system it is important to first understand the capability
and limitation of a non-adaptive system. For later reference within the context of

the adaptive model studied, performance results for a non-adaptive pre-distorted LD

system will therefore first be developed.
To reduce the computational difficulties encounteredwhen performing the double

derivative operations for a third-order Volterra pre-distortion system, the block di

agram of Figure 3.10 can be modified to become that shown in Figure 5.1. This

change uses the results of related and already necessary derivative operations within

the distortion system. Corresponding to this modification, certain gain values have

also been changed. All of theses changes are visually apparent from the two diagrams.
It is important to note that, because all function blocks and operations used in the

modeled pre-distortion system are essentially ideal, all proceeding simulation results

do not contain effects from non-ideal propagation delays, nor other realistic issues

that would be found in a hardware implementation. Details of this type may be

added to the basic system if future work were to require it.
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Figure 5.1: Computationally Simplified Block Diagram of LD Distortion Circuit

The ICAP/4 [27] representation of the simulated Volterra distortion system is

shown in Figure 5.2. Due to the frequencies and signal levels involved, the differen

tiators used for the simulations were not those defined in the ICAP/4 library. The

Q+NPUT SIGNAl.
URRENT,i

Figure 5.2: Schematic Construct of Third-order Distortion System in ICAP/4
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derivativeoperations, labeled as 'K*S' in the figure, required the newly defined under

lying sub-circuit constructs found in Appendix D.3.

Also of special note, the input to the pre-distortion system does not involve any

bias current.· Although the distortion system is designed with knowledge of the LD

bias setting, it only compensates for the time-varying current, i. The bias current

for the LD will be added to the distorted signal elsewhere, together resulting in the

drive current for the laser.

Because the distortion system will be using an appropriate magnitude for its con

ventional input signal current, the gain coefficients must be normalized in order to

produce the appropriate current magnitude required by the LD model.
.

This nor

malization is required since the concept for the distortion system as described by

Equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) is expressed as a post-distorter. Rather than

using a conventional input signal current, the post-distorter was derived to accept
an input signal having units of photon density. If the compensation system is to be

electrically implemented as a signal pre-distorter, then both the system input and

output levels must deal in quantities of current, and not photon density. Appendix C

contains the necessary coefficient calculations and normalization work in reference to

this matter.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the combined system, showing both the pre-distorter and

LD model. Here, the distorted current from the pre-distorter is added to the LD bias

current prior to driving the laser. This schematic shows that the system input current

is connected at node 1, the bias current is connected at node 20 and the modeled LD

output, represented as a voltage, is available from node 25.

The node numbering provided in the ICAP /4 schematic corresponds to the visual

izations displayed during simulation. For example, during the transient analysis of the

pre-distorted LD system, node-voltage 4 (after the pre-distorter squaring operation)
is illustrated in Figure 5.4 as 'Tran V(4)' .

Shown as 'Tran I(Vl)' (current through 'monitor' voltmeter 'VI '), the input signal
is a 10 p.A peak input sinusoid at 1 GHz. It has no offset and is plotted by ICAP /4 .

using a vertical scale having limits of ±U.O p.A. Pre-distortion operations up to and
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Figure 5.3: Schematic Construct of Pre-distorted Laser 'A' in ICAP /4
ICAP/4 uses labels on some of its generic operator icons. Although
the labeling may suggest that operator parameters like 'K1' are equal
throughout the system schematic, each operator included in the system
is uniquely defined. A system netlist may be found in Appendix D.3

including coefficientsb, 2e and 6k (as displayed in Figure 5.1) are applied to the input
signal and shown as 'Tran V(3)', 'Tran V(4)' and 'Tran V(5)', respectively.

Numerically exact observations are not possible from the illustrations in Fig
ure 5.4, but it is possible to see some general frequency, phase and magnitude rela

tionships. For instance, because coefficient e has a negative value, 'Tran V(4)' shows
an offset second harmonic waveform with a negative value, the result of 2e[i(t)]2.

For present purposes,. the function blocks between nodes 3 and 6, nodes 4 and 9

and nodes 5 and 12 in Figure 5.3 can be considered unity operations. This means

that if Figure 5.4 had included a view labeled 'Tran V(6)', it would appear identical

to the view that is included and labeled 'Tran V(3)'. Also, waveforms 'Tran V(9)'
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. Figure 5.4: Waveforms Corresponding to the Schematic of Pre-distorted Laser 'A'
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and "Iran V(12)' equate to 'Tran V(4)' and 'Tran V(5)', respectively.
When the waveforms of "Iran V(6)', "Iran V(7)' and "Iran V(S)' are added to

gether, they produce the fundamental branch output, "Iran V(15)'. If this is com

pared to "Iran I(V1)', 'Tran V(15)' can be observed to be slightly advanced in phase,
and slightly attenuated. This will be one of the three main signal components pro
duced by the Volterra-based system as compensation for the LD distortion that will

follow. Other key signal relationships throughout the system can be recognized from

similar observations of other waveform combinations.

After performing the operations along each of the fundamental, squared-law and

cubed-law branches, the pre-distorted signal components are rejoined at node IS.

This is the complete third-order pre-distorted signal, represented as a voltage. From

the vertical scale limits that leAP/4 has used to plot "Iran V(lS)', it is apparent that
the waveform is not a simple sinusoid since positive and negative waveform peaks are

not equal. This agrees with expectations since, for the most part, this will be the

complementary opposite of the LD distortion shown in Figure 3.4. Further along the

signal path, "Iran V(IS)' is converted to a current, added to the LD bias current and

fed into the LD model, already discussed in Section 3.2 .

.

For the sake of comparison to previously published work, quantified performance
results using an OMI of 30 % have been collected from this entire system. The 30 %

optical modulation index means that a peak input amplitude of 66 p,A is used when

a 500 p,A laser bias is applied (refer to Equation (3.6) and the threshold value for

Laser 'A' in Table 3.1). The harmonic content from the LD using pre-distortion with
a 1 GHz input signal is shown in Table 5.1, and the second and third harmonics when

other inputs below 1 GHz have been applied are shown in Figure 5.5. These results

are similar to those shown in others' work [9],[21].
The results with pre-distortion in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.5 may also be compared

to those without pre-distortion (see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7). With pre-distortion,
the HDz strengths in the laser output reach only -6S.4 dBc. Across the 10-1000 MHz

frequency range, the second harmonic of the carrier was reduced by 25 to 44 dB. Also,
the HD3 strengths remain below -62.5 dBc. Across the same range of frequencies, the



Table 5.1: Harmonic Distortion from Pre-distorted Laser'A' Operating at 1 GHz

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in lE20 photons/nr' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52108 ... . ..

1 0.777406 0.0 -0.0087928
2 0.000295562 -68.4000 -16.699
3 0.000571812 -62.6679 1.78029
4 0.00140601 -54.8532 110.377
5 0.000234373 -70.4148 46.4333

6 0.0000190610 -92.2100 -1.4526

2nd, 3rd and 4th Harmonic Distortion Content
from Laser IAI with 500pA bias OMI=O.30

-m--------------------------�--------------------------�
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Figure 5.5: Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency for Simulated Laser 'A' with Fixed

Pre-distortion (OMI = 30 %)

1000
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third harmonic was reduced by 22 to 39 dB. In both cases, the greatest reductions were

at the higher frequencies. This can be especially beneficial, because the unwanted

HD content is most noticeable at these higher frequencies.
The waveforms for the input signal current and LD output after using a pre

distorter are shown in Figure 5.6. The improvement in the optical signal quality from

Figure 3.4 can be easily observed when the input sinusoid is used as a reference.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated 1 GHz Sinusoidal Response for Pre-distorted Laser'A'
Waveform 1 shows the input signal current, i. Waveform 2 shows
the LD photon density, S, represented by leAP/4 as a voltage where
1 volt = lE20 photons/m'',

For the same range of carrier frequencies, the strength of the fourth harmonic

distortion components have also been reduced from the levels shown in Figure 3.7.

Although the pre-distorter helped to reduce HD4 in the LD output shown in Fig
ure 5.5, HD2 and HD3 have dropped below it at the higher frequencies. Unlike HD2
and HD3, none of the referenced work shows concern for this component of signal
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distortion in practical system configurations.
For a CATV application having more than SO-channels, the system constraints

of Table 1.1, and other factors, dictate a per-channel modulation index to be ap

proximately 4 %. (An SO-channel SCM system would have a = 25.2 %, as per

Equation (3.7).) Multiple sub-carriers, each having a 4 % OMI, require the peak cur

rent amplitude for everyone of the channel signals to be S.S p,A. Because simulation

of an SO-channel system is difficult, one carrier having the typical characteristics for

this system can be alternately considered. To aid any comparison to other results,

previously published or presented here, a LD bias current of 500 p,A should be main

tained for the superficial analysis of this possible, but hypothetical, SCM system.
Results from using the S.S p,A input current should help in understanding system

performance from a growing and practical application perspective.
Simulation shows that a single channel within the 4 % OMI system would generate

harmonic distortion at levels found in Figure 5.7. With pre-distortion, those second

and third harmonic components drop significantly. Table 5.2 shows the detailed

output harmonic content when only one 1 GHz sinusoidal input signal is present.

Appropriately, a channel with a 4 % OMI can expect lower levels of optical distortion,
compared to a single channel signal having a 30 % OMI. This is due to the S.S p,A
input using a smaller portion of the LD L-I characteristic, and similarly experiencing
less of the non-linear cavity dynamics excited by other larger signals.

5.2 Aging Degradation

If temperature or aging effects are applied to the model of Laser 'A', values for the

parameters 78, r and 7p should be changed. For the simplicity in presenting an 'aged'
scenario, it will be assumed that all three parameters have decreased by two percent.
With all other parameters remaining unchanged, 78 now becomes 2.94E-9 seconds, r,
0.333, and 7p, 1.96E-12 seconds. The 'aged' parameter values will result in a change
to the LD threshold current. It will increase from 2S0 p,A, now becoming 290 p,A.

Aging and temperature effects will afflict all other electrical circuits and devices

having a similar situation and exposure.. Because the implementation and the relative
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Figure 5.7: Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency for Simulated Laser 'A' with Fixed
Pre-distortion (OMI = 4 %)

Table 5.2: Harmonic Distortion from Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating at 1 GHz
with a Single Channel OMI of 4 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in lE20 photons/m'' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52108 . . . ...

1 0.103652 0.0 -0.0055675
2 0.0000343317 -69.5976 -114.27
3 0.00000403230 -88.2005 -97.318
4 0.000000504303 -106.258 134.248
5 0.00000000613907 -144.550 38.7857
6 0.00000000616330 -144.515 -78.046
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sensitivity of the pre-distortion system is not known at this time, it was assumed to

have a constant performance ability during simulated aging of the LD. The 'aged'
results shown in this work will therefore highlight only some of the performance

degradation for the system when the optimal complimentary opposite match between

the pre-distorter and LD is not maintained.

Because the pre-distortion system was designed and optimized for use with an

un-'aged' LD, the harmonic content from a single channel OMI of 30 % indicates

that the performance of the pre-distorted LD system has indeed been degraded by
the 'aging' effect (see Figure 5.8 and Table 5.3). Similar degradation occurred for the

4 % single channel OMI results shown in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.4.

In consideration of a real system, it was assumed that the LD optical bias would be

maintained by a small change to its bias current. This is possible since transmitter

modules may be fabricated with 'built-in' optical signal monitoring circuitry that

enables feedback for adjusting the device bias current [11, pp.222-224}. The 'aged'
LD now required a bias current of 518.82 p,A in order to produce the initial optical
bias power. It was further assumed that the distorted signal current would have

to be amplified slightly so that the OMI could be maintained while 'aging' changes
occur. Both of these alterations are necessary to maintain consistency in the optical
domain of a transmission system, when there is even a small change in the LD L-I

characteristic.

5.3 Adaptive Pre-Distortion for Lasers Diodes

As shown in Chapter 4, the degradation caused by 'aging' may be reduced if some

method of adapting the complimentary pre-distorter was applied. Because precise
alteration of all nine parameters in the pre-distorter would be difficult to implement
in hardware, a simpler goal involving three control points was simulated. In this

way, the very critical phase relationships [9, pp.8G-93} within the already optimized

pre-distorter could remain intact, while needed variations to signal amplitudes that

minimize HD2 and HD3 would be made.

Adaptation of the pre-distorter will closely follow the concept illustrated in Fig-
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Figure 5.8: Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency for Simulated Laser'A' After'Aging'
with Fixed Pre-distortion (OMI = 30 %)

Table 5.3: Harmonic Distortion from Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating at 1 GHz
After 'Aging' with a Single Channel OMI of 30 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in 1E20 photons/m" in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52101 .. . ...

1 0.777227 0.0 0.0286617
2 0.000947404 -58.2803 -102.35

3 0.000927052 -58.4689 -60.826
4 0.00143729 -54.6601 123.976
5 0.000239484 -70.2254 59.3937
6 0.0000205870 -91.5391 10.324
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Figure 5.9: Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency for Simulated Laser'A' After'Aging'
with Fixed Pre-distortion (OMI = 4 %)

Table 5.4: Harmonic Distortion from Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating at 1 GHz
After 'Aging' with a Single Channel OMI of 4 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in 1E20 photons/m'' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52100 . . . ...

1 0.103636 0.0 0.0296308
2 0.0000500825 -66.3165 -113.78
3 0.00000601236 -84.7293 -92.963
4 0.000000534106 -105.758 146.095
5 0.00000000572398 -145.156 61.5227
6 0.00000000617929 -144.491 -77.993
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ure 4.1, and will simply alter the weighting of the fundamental, squared-law and

cubed-law branches of the distortion systems. In other words, the Volterra transfer

functions for the adaptive distortion system will become

where \}II, \}I2 and \}I3 are the newly introduced first, second and third branch weighting

factors, respectively.

During initial configuration of the system, all three branch weighting factors would

have unity values so that the optimal pre-distorter coefficients could be determined

as before. This would then allow identical performance to that of Equations (3.16),
(3.17) and (3.18). Through the lifetime of an optical transmitter these branch weight

ing factors, in a fully adaptive pre-distorter, can be easily altered in accordance with

LD changes. Although the finite complexity of this method of pre-distortion and

adaptation does not permit a perfectly optimized complementary opposite match to

the LD, it can be reasonably effective for relatively small changes to the LD charac

teristic parameters.
For the same LD 'aging' effect discussed in Section 5.2, \}II, \}I2 and \}I3 were respec

tively found to be 1, 0.979 and 0.993 using a manual 'trial and error' re-optimization
method. Applying these three values to the adaptive system with an OMI of 30 %

will produce the harmonic content shown in Figure 5.10 and Table 5.5. Figure 5.11

and Table 5.6 show results for a system using a single channel OMI of 4 %. The HD2

and HD3 results from the 'aged' LD having an adaptive pre-distorter compare closely
with the un-iaged' results graphed earlier in Figure 5.5 (OMI of 30 %) and Figure 5.7

(OMI of 4 %).
Adjustment of the branch weighting factors can be automatically determined in
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Figure 5.10: Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency for Simulated Laser 'A' After 'Ag
ing' with Adapted Pre-distortion (OMI = 30 %)

Table 5.5: Harmonic Distortion from Adaptively Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating
at 1 GHz After 'Aging' with a Single Channel OMI of 30 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in lE20 photons/m'' indBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52101 . . . ...

1 0.777252 0.0 0.0270265
2 0.000278620 -68.9110 -28.822
3 0.000654158 -61.4976 -25.118
4 0.00141759 -54.7802 115.718
5 0.000240413 -70.1921 51.8038
6 0.0000203238 -91.6511 3.59463
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Figure 5.11: Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency for Simulated Laser 'A' After 'Ag
ing' with Adapted Pre-distortion (OMI = 4 %)

Table 5.6: Harmonic Distortion from Adaptively Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating
at 1 GHz After 'Aging' with a Single Channel OMI of 4 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in 1E20 photons/m'' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52100 .. . ...

1 0.103636 0.0 0.0296065
2 0.0000341896 -69.6323 -113.29

3 0.00000465212 -86.9571 -91.241
4 0.000000507381 -106.204 139.228
5 0.00000000608212 -144.629 50.3252
6 0.00000000585538 -144.959 -77.962
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the optical transmitter if every construct of Figure 4.1 is present. The adaptive opti
cal transmittermust then include more than just a LD and pre-distorter. It must also

have a second identical distortion system (positioned as a post-distorter), a compari
son unit and the necessary output signal recovery circuitry. The function of the signal
recovery circuitry is to monitor the transmitted optical power, converting a small por
tion of this to the electrical domain, removing the bias and amplifying or attenuating
the recovered signal so that its waveform essentially matches that of the input signal
current, i. This locally recovered signal is then fed into the post-distortion system
so the comparison units are able to evaluate signal differences between correspond

ing points in both pre- and post-distorters. The leAP/4 schematic of this adaptive
transmitter system is shown in Figure 5.12.

If the initial pre-distorter could perfectly compensate for any distortion that the

LD adds to the input signal, the second distortion system would be receiving a com

pletely undistorted signal current, like the initial pre-distorter. In this case, compar

ison of the post- to pre-distorter would show no difference and no distortion adjust
ments would be made. However, such a situation is not possible due to the minor

limitations that arise from the third-order design of the distortion system. As a result,
the post-distorter receives a signal current that differs slightly from the transmitter

system input.
In the optimal situation, the comparative differences between the distortion system

inputs are minimal. When the LD characteristic parameters change, the adaptive

compensation effect from the pre-distortion system is no longer optimal. The post
distortion system then receives a significantly different input signal, and this can be

detected if comparisons between the two distortion systems are made.

By altering the branch weighting factors in both distortion systems so that the

signal differences between them are again minimized, the LD output can remain in an

optimal low distortion state. Each branch weighting factor effectively changes three

distortion coefficients. The adaptation of the pre-distorter in this way is, therefore,

critically dependent on the means of computing appropriate branch weighting values.
In this work, those calculations use the differences observed during the comparison
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Figure 5.12: Schematic Construct of Adaptively Pre-distorted Laser 'A' in ICAP/4

of signals between the pre- and post-distortion systems. From the discussion of coef

ficient optimization in Appendix C, and the great accuracy and precision needed for

each re-optimization during development, it was realized that the adaptive branch

weighting calculations would be similarly sensitive.

In consideration of the small branch weighting changes from unity value, and while

using observations from the Chapter 4 TOC, a linear scheme was proposed for the
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comparison unit to compute the adjustments of '111, '112 and W3. Based on observations

and the analysis of 'aged' and un-'aged' waveforms of comparative differences between

nodes 15 and 39, nodes 16 and 40 and nodes 17 and 41, the following expressions were

developed to compute the adaptive branch weighting values:

(5.4)

'112 1 - 0 021 (340E-15 + AVE[YV43]) and-
.

340E-15 - 329E-15 (5.5)

\11 = 1 _ 0 007 (17.4E-12
- (MAX[yv44] - MIN[yv44]))3 •

17.4E-12 - 15.9E-12
. (5.6)

Like the format used in a Chapter 4, the sub-scripts on the comparison output signals,
YV43 and YV44, indicate a node-voltage corresponding to the ICAP /4 schematic.

Different degrees of 'aging' were introduced to the LD so that the adapted branch

weighting factors could be manually determined and 'plugged' into the simulated sys

tem. It was observed that '111 could remain unity. However, in recognizing that a

time-invariant property of the comparative difference waveforms would be required in
the expressions for '112 and '113, the average, minimum and maximum values were com

puted. Equations (5.5) and (5.6) were then created to compute the branch weighting
factors from those properties of the appropriate difference waveforms. Constants in

the numerator and denominator portions of the adaptive branch weighting expressions
resulted from observations made at the limits of the explored 'aged' and un-'aged'
conditions; during the 'aged' condition from Section 5.2, Equations (5.5) and (5.6)
simplify to 1 - 0.021 and 1 - 0.007, which equal 0.979 and 0.993, respectively.

In each 'aged' case explored during the development and validation of Equa
tions (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), the application and computation of \I1t, \112 and \}f3 made

a noticeable improvement to the HD2 a.nd HD3 values. Also, optical signal distortion
remained very near levels reported for the optimized un-'aged' case, not unlike tha.t

shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The expressions were, therefore, found to be effective

for the entire range of 'aging' considered.
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5.4 Discussion of Results

The performance of pre-distortion to compensate for LD non-linearity is highly
dependent on there being a complementary opposite match. An optimal design in

this regard is difficult to determine, and may be difficult to maintain when slight
system changes occur. Variations in temperature and aging will cause these kinds of

change [16], and the optimized match condition to be lost.

When a third-order pre-distorter is used with a 1 GHz signal having a 30 % OMI,
the optical output from the combined system shows reductions in HDz and HD3 of

44.4 dB and 38.5 dB, respectively. If a CATV system using a per-channel OMI of
4 % is of interest, the distortion reductions were found to be 27.5 dB and 29.3 dB,

respectively. These significant improvements are at the top end of the frequency

range studied, were optical distortion often grows to system limiting levels. With and

without the compensative benefit of a signal pre-distorting system, the increase in

harmonic distortion with the frequency of the fundamental signal has been shown in

the range up to 1 GHz. This frequency-sensitive increase agrees with expectations,
since the inherent dynamic characteristic of any LD will have harmonic distortion

levels that approach amaximum at the relaxation-oscillation frequency for the device.

As system bandwidths increase, higher order distortion products may require at

tention in SCM applications. Because a third-order pre-distorter contributes non

fundamental signal components to the drive current of the LD, it can be noticed that

additional output distortion is created at frequencies the pre-distorter is not designed
to address. The HD4 and HDs results in Tables 3.2 and 5.1 provide hints of this

potentially growing problem.
A Volterra structured pre-distorter was easily modified to provide an adaptive

performance capable ofmaintaining the optimal compensativematch betweenthe pre
distorter and LD. A comparison of the initial input signal with that emitted from the

LD was used indirectly to 'tune' the pre-distorter parameters so that changes to device

characteristics within the control loop may be counteracted. Laser diode tempera.ture
and aging effects have been successfully avoided using this non-conventional feedback

approach, showing that signal pre-distortion holds much promise in helping realize
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robust optical system applications.
The adaptive pre-distortion system presented in Equations (5.1), (5.2); (5.3) and

(5.4), (5.5), (5.6) effectively altered two of nine possible Volterra parameters in order

to return the optical performance nearly to that before laser 'aging'. In an SCM-like

system using a single channel OMI of 4 %, aging degradation that led to a 3 dB rise

in second and third harmonic distortion levels was essentially eliminated.

The utilization of the adaptive pre-distortion concept may be valuable beyond
the variation of system operating conditions. It may simplify the production and

maintenance of LD modules. The performance of a pre-distorted LD relies on pre

cise coefficient optimization for each distorter-LD pairing. But when an adaptive

pre-distortion circuit is designed for a particular model of laser, it probably will not

require the individualized pairing attention needed by a non-adaptive distortion cir

cuit. The compensation provided by an adaptive pre-distorter will self-optimize to

that of its LD. Because of this, the cost of producing light source modules containing
pre-distortion technologies should be better controlled, giving this enhanced electro

optics approach even greater appeal.

Although the linear alteration of the pre-distorter using three branch weighting
factors provided a high tolerance against the LD changes, other relationships may be

more suitable in providing the adaptive control for specific, real applications. The

concern in this regard, however, may not be very significant since 'aging' outside
the study range was well compensated for using a proportional change to the branch

weighting factors. (This 'aging' is shown in Table 5.7 using t, =2.88E-9, r =0.326,

Tp =1.92E-12 and bias at 538.897 p,A. Table 5.8 shows the adaptively compensated

results, using WI, W2 and W3 values of 1,0.958 and 0.986, respectively.) Adaptation to
this otherwise 6 dB HD2 and HD3 degradation appears very good, although recovery

from this effect on HD3leveis might suggest that Equation (5.6), in particular, might
deserve further refinement.

This adaptive pre-distortion method involves control signals having particularly
small amplitudes. Although the simulated operations computing the difference sig

nals, YV42, YV43 and YV44, are capable of handling signals near 0.01 pV, it may be
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Table 5.7: Harmonic Distortion from Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating at 1 GHz
After Additional 'Aging' with a Single Channel OMI of 4 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in lE20 photons/m'' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52101 .. . ...

1 0.103636 0.0 0.0645622
2 0.0000653843 -64.0007 -113.34

3 0.00000783631 -82.4280 -88.822
4 0.000000568231 -105.220 147.049
5 0.00000000595544 -144.812 86.0286
6 0.00000000619871 -144.464 -77.956

Table 5.8: Harmonic Distortion from Adaptively Pre-distorted Laser 'A' Operating
at 1 GHz After Additional 'Aging' with a Single Channel OMI of 4 %

Frequency Signal Amplitude Signal Amplitude Phase wrt sine-referenced
in GHz in lE20 photons/rn'' in dBc Input in Degrees

0 2.52101 .. . ...

1 0.103636 0.0 0.0645146
2 0.0000339284 -69.6989 -112.23
3 0.00000522260 -85.9525 -85.778
4 0.000000508562 -106.183 144.091
5 0.00000000615195 -144.530 61.7590
6 0.00000000555938 -145.410 -77.850

possible to avoid such low signal levels by designing the pre- and post-distortion

systems differently. If the two distortion systems could accept, and operate on, sig
nals significantly larger than a conventional JLA-input, their signal differences could
have magnitudes of nano- or, maybe, micro-volts. With such a design modification,
the pre-distorter output would certainly also need attenuating for a return to the .

conventional signal levels supplied to the LD.

And finally, the results shown have all been acquired using simulated single
frequency scenarios. From this it can be suggested that, if the system is implemented,
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the adaptive controls may be generated from a single pilot tone at the upper limit of

the system bandwidth. This would allow the system to remain in an adapted, optimal

state, and possibly simplify the operation of the branch weighting calculations when

a complex, time-varying SCM signal is used. An out-of-band 'high-frequency' pilot
tone could improve the assurance of operational system stability, since adding narrow
band filters to the pre-distortion coefficient controls would allow the isolation of the

adaptive system features.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Modeling Approach

The use of simulation in the completion of this work has been beneficial by improv

ing analytical flexibility and by reducing future potential research costs. Although
models may require some adaptation to the tools being used, the added research over

head can be offset by the ease of distributing a research effort and the fact that current

computational abilities permit rapid evaluation and exploration. Simple models, the

compatibility among simulation tools based on SPICE and standardized output data

file formats have allowed abstract concepts to be shared and easily understood among

researchers. In this work, where several detailed concepts may have an influence on

an applied system, the benefit of passing along accurate models and information for

personal exploration has been found very useful .

. The recent structures and overall designs used in present day optical transmitters

are rapidly evolving, and simulation tools will become even more important in ap

plication and device design work. It is, however, unfortunate that the future benefit

of the research effort may be restricted due to the limited availability of published

parameters and detailed device characterization reports having a material-physics

perspective. Parameters for modeling the DFB laser used in this work are traceable

to origins in a February, 1992 publication. Because of the date, the LD parameters are

possibly not representative of devices presently in high-volume production. Without

a close link to current fabrication and material sciences, the relevance of a specific
modeled design becomes more questionable. On the other hand, the exploration of
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general principles, like adaptive pre-distortion, may be found beneficial whether the

application involves LDs or other broadband non-linear communication components.

6.2 Compensation Approach

A Volterra-based pre-distortion system is effective in compensating for the dy
namic non-linear distortion produced by an intensity modulated LD operating at

'high' frequencies. A Volterra structure is limited, however, and this allows only
a finite-order of distortion to be addressed. Based on findings from other optical

system research [1], a third-order compensation approach should suit the needs of

most realizable transmission applications, and support the demanding requirements
of analogue-signal data systems.

By the nature of the LD, optical signal distortion increases significantly near the

relaxation-oscillation frequency of the device. This distortion increase determines

the upper limit to potential system bandwidth. In this work, it has been shown

that a pre-distortion compensation approach can provide an appreciable benefit to

broadband optical system applications that use inexpensive, low quality light sources.

The third-order Volterra pre-distortion system presented in this work is capable of

loweringHlr- and HD3 by 27.5 dB and 29.3 dB, respectively, when used at 1 GHz with
.

a single channel OMI of 4 %. This performance requires very specific pre-distorter
coefficient settings in order to provide a nearly optimal complimentary opposite match

to the LD non-linear characteristic. Also, different coefficient values may be chosen

if a particular transmission application requires the reduction of one harmonic at the

cost of another.

The improved light source capability presented indicates that sub-carrier multi

plexed transmission/distribution systems, like that of CATV, can support the greater
bandwidth demands caused by increasing choice of channels and changing baseband

modulation formats. Although not .discussed in detail, the optical transmitter lin

earity provided by the compensative approach should also permit digital systems to

operate at higher data rates and/or lower bit-error rates.
An adaptive method of distortion compensation has been introduced so that per-
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formance beyond that of a simple pre-distorter could be provided. Because the com

plimentaryopposite signal distortion from the pre-distorter relies on precise coefficient

settings that are specific to the corresponding LD parameters, changes due to tem

perature and device aging will diminish the complimentary match. With adaptation
of the pre-distortion system, temperature and aging effects can be negated. This

means that transmission systems requiring highly linear performance for the delivery
of broadband services during otherwise prohibitive variations in operating conditions

may be developed using adaptive coefficients.

The desired adjustments to the pre-distorter coefficients are conceptually simple
and should not lead to system instabilities if the Volterra-based compensation method

is constructed in the electrical domain. With some additional planning, a pilot signal
located at the upper limit of the system bandwidth could ensure this reliably.

Unfortunately, reports [32],[9] indicate that some practical limitations prevent

the widespread use of this electrical-based distortion compensation technique for the

growing needs of broadband systems. Should there be affordable improvements made

to the linearity of low power RF amplifiers, and to methods of performing squaring,
cubing and derivative operations below 1 GHz, broadband pre-distortion would have

greater commercial potential.
With these practical limitations addressed, it is possible that an electrical-based

pre-distorter compensate for more than just signal altering effects within the light
source. It may become possible to have an electrical pre-distorter compensate for

optical signal distortion arising from other optical system components, like that of

the optical waveguide or the opto-electronic receiver.

6.3 Thesis Contributions

The Volterra distortion system used in this work with the simulated model of

a LD has been defined to allow rapid alteration for further investigative purposes.

Its development makes available an explanation of the pre-distorter normalization

and optimization requirements, and provides the coefficient values that produced the

performance results presented. Structuralmodifications to the pre-distorter schematic
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and redefinition of the derivative operations used in the SPICE representation were

also made in this work. This will help the performance of simulations by easing
the computational difficulty, and by handling a wider range of signal frequencies than
would be otherwise possible using the simple library operations of common simulation

programs.

An adaptive pre-distortion system structure was developed that could effectively

compensate for parametric variations in the LD that can take place over time. Hy

pothetical changes to the semiconductor laser device were also simulated. By doing

this, possible temperature and aging effects that will degrade the operation of a broad

band optical system were shown to require very sensitive control circuitry within the

suggested adaptive configuration.
While developing the system model, it was found that adaptive control voltages

on the order of IE-15 would be required. Although the adaptive system may be

difficult to implement as simulated, the basic structure indicated that as much as

6 dB of HD may be compensated for by such highly sensitive control signals. For the

hypothetical devices and scenarios examined, the adaptive pre-distorter maintained

the performance of the optimally configured system before and after any changes to
the LD.

Whatever the direction a more detailed hardware design might take, the adaptive
system structure was designed to be very simple. Instead of adjusting all nine of the

pre-distorter coefficients, the system was developed to become functionally adaptive
using adjustments to only two. By using simplified controls, the pre-distorter could

be 'tuned' to LD parametric changes, after having compared the original input signal
with an electrical likeness of that being optically transmitted.

The adaptive pre-distortion system presented provides another significant advan

tage over a non-adaptive system. For demanding optical system applications, each

non-adaptive pre-distorter would likely require careful construction and optimization
with its individually paired LD. An adaptive system would prove this unnecessary,

except when introducing the adaptive pre-distorter to a different model of LD. Since

different devices of the same model LD have small parametric variations, each adap-
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tive pre-distorter/LD pair could be expected to self-optimize when given 'ballpark'
initial settings.

6.4 Suggested Future Work

Future work should include the integrated fabrication of an adjustable third-order

distortion circuit. This would be a step toward the realization of a light source module

containing a LD with adaptive pre-distortion circuitry. Presumably, an integrated
circuit approach would allow a second and identical distortion system - the post
distorter - to be placed in close proximity to both the pre-distortion system and LD

so that the phase delays of the signals being compared would be minimal. Differences

in pre-distorter performance might also be reduced through an integrated-circuit
solution. The detailed design of the distortion circuit must also address the need for

having a high resistance to temperature and aging variations, since it is in this ability
that the adaptive pre-distortion structure becomes attractive for use with sensitive

LD transmitters.

With the growing use of VeSEL devices for communication system applications,
a simple method that achieves compensation for the strong temperature effects in

these LDs will become highly desirable. However, due to application requirements for

dense light source arrangements and the spatial-efliciency of VeSEL structures, the

corresponding adaptive pre-distorters should be spatially efficient as well. This may

mean that an even simpler adaptive pre-distortion structure should be considered,
and that large or more complicated implementation should be avoided.
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Appendix A

Derivations of Compensation Expression from LD

Rate Equations

A compensation expression may be found for a LD by first deriving the com

plementary opposite expression. This means that an electrical current expression, in

terms of optical power, or similar proportional parameter, serves this need. Photon

density, S, being proportional to the output powerof a LD, may be used as an input to

a hypothetical system that works in reverse of the laser, producing an output current

similar to that driving the LD. This hypothetical compensation system, expressed as

a post-distorter, can later be placed ahead of the LD to function as a pre-distorter.
Either way, it will contribute the complementary opposite signal distortion to that of

the laser.

There are two well recognized rate equations that together express the interaction

of electrical and optical systems within a LD. These equations permit the dynamic
behavior of the device to be modeled. Dynamic behavior requires expression in this

form, since time-varying currents with high frequency content do not create the lin

early proportional optical powers indicated by static, or low frequency L-I character

istic curves when operating a LD in the 'linear' range. The equations are shown here

as

dN I N
and

-
- - - -g(N - No)S

dt qVc 78

dS S ·N

dt
- rg(N - No)S - - + rf3-

7p 78

(A.I)

(A.2)
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The equations express the density of conduction band electrons, N, and density of

photons, S, within an active cavity volume, relative directly and indirectly to the LD

drive current, I. The device dependent parameters are: Va, the volume of the active

region; 1'8' the average electron or carrier lifetime before spontaneous emission; g,
the optical power gain from the generation of stimulated emissions; No, the electron

density at the lasing threshold; r, a measure of the useful photon-involvement called

the optical confinement factor; 1'p, the average photon lifetime before absorption; and

/3, the fraction of spontaneously emitted photons that are in-phase with the lasing
enussions.

A minor revision can be made to Equations (A.l) and (A.2) so that dynamic
device behavior is even more accurately predicted for single mode LDs. Work by
Kuo [21] showed that the following two rate equations are preferable to the earlier

ones [23]. Results for Laser 'A' (Table 3.1) are, therefore, based on the modified

equations, containing e, the power gain compression parameter. The equations used

are shown here as

dN

dt
_

_!_ _

N
_ g(N _ No)(l- eS)S

qVa 1'8
and (A.3)

ddSt _ rg(N - No)(I- eS)S _

S
+ r/3N

1'p 1'8
(A.4)

To begin development of a compensation expression for a LD, Equation (A.4) can

be expanded and rearranged to give

dS [r/3] S
- = rg(1 - eS)S + - N...;. rg(1 - eS)SNo - -

� � �
(A.5)

Further manipulation of Equation (A.5) provides this expression for the electrical

carrier density:

N -

dS + £ + rg(l- eS)SNdt 1'p
0

rg(1 - eS)S + rJ!.
1'8

(A.6)

IT a substitution is made in Equation (A.6), based on S = S(t) = Sb + s where Sb is
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the bias photon density and s is the time-varying signal component, and numerator

and denominator terms are arranged according to s, the carrier density becomes

N -

d(S�: s) + [k + rgNo - 2SbrgNoe] s + [ - rgNoe]s2
[ - rge]s2 +[rg - 2rgeSb]s + [rgSb - rgeS: + ¥.]

(A.7)

For simplification of the denominator in Equation (A.7), the following third-order
mathematical relation can be applied:

1
- A + Be + CS2 + Ds3 , (A.8)pS2 + vs + c.p

where p = -rge ,

v = rg - 2rgeSb ,

c.p = rgSb - rgeSl + IIi ,
Til

A-I-

c.p
,

B = --!!:J ,
c.p

c=�-4 and
c.p c.p

D - 2Pf _ v3
- ::4'

c.p c.p

The third-order expression of Equation (A.8) will be suitable for use, since the need

for compensation of higher orders of non-linearity in a LD is virtually non-existent.

Its substitution into Equation (A.7) allows the carrier density expression to become

where Sf _ d(S,,+8) _
dll

-

dt -dt ,

E = .1. + rgNo - 2SbrgNoe ,

Tp
F = -rgNoe and

G = & + SbrgNo - SlrgNoe
Tp
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Equation (A.3) can now be manipulated, preparing the signal current to be ex

pressed in terms of s. Expansion and rearrangement of Equation (A.3) gives

(A.IO)

Again, a substitution based on S = S(t) = Sb + s can be made. Equation (A.IO)
becomes

I

qVc
dN [1 2 2]-

dt
+

Ts
+ gSb + gs - geSb - 2geSbS - ges N

(A.il)

and simplifies to

I dN .

=

dt
+ [H + Js + KS2] N + LS2 + Ms + p

qVc

where H = 1. + gSb - geSl ,
t,

J =g -2geSb ,

K = -ge ,

L = gNoe ,

M = 2gNoeSb - gNo and

P = gNoeSl- gNoSb

(A.12)

The carrier density, N, can be substituted for using its equivalent expression from

Equation (A.9). This will permit Equation (A.12) to become

I

qVc
- �( [A+Bs+Cs'+Ds3] [S'+ES+FS'+G])

(A.13)
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A substitution should be made, based on I = I(t) = Ib + i where Ib is the bias

current and i is the time-varying signal component, and the derivative operation
carried out. This changes Equation (A.13) to

Ib + i [ ] [ ]- Bs' + 2Css' + 3Ds2s' s' + Es + FS2 + G
qVc

+ [A + Bs + Cs2 + Ds3] [Sll + Es' + 2Fss']

(A.14)

Next, expansion of the products in Equation (A.14) and some rearranging leads to

Ib + i = qVc[Bs's' + BEss' + BFs2S' + BGs' + 2Css's' + 2CEs2S' + 2CFs3s'

+ BHss' + BEHs2 + BFHs3 + BGHs + CHS2S' + CEHs3 + CFHs4
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+ DEKs6 + DFKs7 + DGKs5 + LS2 + Ms + p] . (A.15)

Equation (A.15) can be rearranged to finally show signal current in terms of the

time-varying photon density. The third-order complementary opposite compensation

expression will become

i = AGHqVc + PqVc - Ib + [AEHqVc + BGHqVc + AGJqVc + MqVc]s + [BGqVc

+ AEqVc + AHqVc]s' + [AqVc]s" + [AFHqVc + BEHqVc + CGHqVc

+ AEJqVc + BGJqVc + AGKqVc + LqVc]s2 + [BEqVc + 2CGqVc + 2AFqVc

+ BEqVc + BHqVc + AJqVc]ss' + [BqVc]ss" + [BqVc]s's' + [BFHqVc

+ CEHqVc + DGHqVc + AFJqVc + BEJqVc + CGJqVc + AEKqVc

+ BGKqVc]S3 + [BFqVc + 2CEqVc + 3DGqVc + 2BFqVc + GEqVc + CHqVc

(A.16)

Simplification of Equation (A.16) leads to

i = a + bs + cs' + ds" + es2 + fss' + gss" + hs's'

+ ks3 + lS2S' + ms2s" + nss's' (A.17)

where a = AGHqVc + PqVc - Ib ,
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b = AEHqVc + BGHqVc+ AGJqVc + MqVc ,

c = BGqVc + AEqVc + AHqVc ,

d = AqVc ,

e = AFHqVc+ BEHqVc + CGHqVc + AEJqVc + BGJqVc+ AGKqVc + LqVc ,

f = BEqVc + 2CGqVc + 2AFqVc + BEqVc + BHqVc + AJqVc ,

9 = BqVc ,

h = BqVc ,

k = BFHqVc+CEHqVc+DGHqVc+AFJqVc+BEJqVc+CGJqVc+AEKqVc
+BGKqVc ,

l = BFqVc + 2CEqVc + 3DGqVc + 2BFqVc + CEqVc + CHqVc + BJqVc
+ AKqVc ,

m = CqVc and

n = 2CqVc .

It should be noted that the coefficients 9 and h in Equation (A.17) are equal.
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Appendix B

Volterra Analysis Leading to Third-order
Distortion System

B.l Derivation Of Volterra Transfer Functions

Having an expression for the signal distortion required to compensate for LD

dynamic non-linearity, the transfer function(s) for a compensation system can now

be determined.

For an arbitrary, ideal linear system or device, the output, y(t), may be expressed
as the convolution of the system impulse response, h(t), with the input signal, x(t).
This is shown as

y(t) = i: h(r)x(t - r)dr . (B.1)

However, for a non-linear system, such as the complementary opposite distorter for a

LD, Equation (B.1) only applies in part. As discussed thoroughly by Schetzen [42],
a Volterra series representation of the system would be far more appropriate. Such

a representation is a generalization of a power series that is capable of handling
frequency dependent systems. A Volterra series could take the form

Volterra analysis is used on a system to determine the nth-order non-linear transfer

functions, Hn(jw}'··· jwn), where n is a positive integer. These transfer functions
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are the n-dimensional Fourier transforms of hn(t1,'" tn). The transform-domain

representation then brings into focus· the frequency behavior of the system. When

a transfer function is known, it is important to note that the nth-order non-linear

impulse response, also known as the nth-order Volterra kernel, may be determined by

using the expression

(B.3)

Because the expression in Equation (A.17) is capable of compensating for no more
than third-order non-linearities, due to earlier design considerations, the Volterra

analysis applied here need be no more than third-order, too. This analytical ap
proach permits Equation (A.17) to be thought of in a form similar to Equation (B.2),
represented by the block diagram of the distortion system shown in Figure 3.9 and re

written as i(t) - a = Dl [s(t)]+D2 [s(t)]+Ds [s(t)], where Dl [0], D2 [-] and Ds [-]
are the respective first-, second- and third-order Volterra operators for a LD comple

mentary opposite distortion system. Since the distortion system operators each have

a representative transfer function, three functions should be produced.

Starting the analysis of Equation (A.17) by defining the first-order Volterra trans
fer function, D1(jwi), the post-distortion system can be 'probed' by applying s =

s(t) = Spke7W1t in Equation (A.17), giving

i(t) = a + bSpke7Wlt + c! [SPke7W1t] + d:2 [SPke7W1t] + e [SPke7W1tt

·td[ .]
. d2[ .]+ fs ke'Wl - S ke'Wlt + gs e'Wl t_ S e'Wl tp dt p pk dt2 pk
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where Spk is the peak amplitude of s, and WI is a sinusoidal signal fr�quency. Equa
tion (B.4) can then be expanded and rearranged so that D1(jWI)eiwlt can be found

and DI (jWI) identified. The result of this becomes

(B.5)

Since the second, third and fourth terms on the right are the only ones containing eiWl t ,
the first-order transfer function can be identified as D1(jWI) = spk(b + JCWI - dwD.

Next, D2(jwt,jW2) can be similarly found by 'probing' Equation (A.17) with S =

set) = Spk(e3W1t + e3W2t) and noting the coefficients of the terms containing ei(Wl+W2)t.

First, the substitution gives
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Equation (B.6) can be expanded and rearranged so that D2(jWhjW2)ei(Wl+W2)t can be

apparent and D2(jWt,jw2) identified. This results in

(B.7)

The second-order transfer function can then be found to be D2(jWt,jWZ) -

s!k(2e + jfwl + jfW2 - gw� - gw� - 2hwIWZ), and simplified to D2(jwt,jwz) -

s!k(2e + jf(Wl +W2)- h(Wl + W2)2), since we know from Equation (A.17) h :::: g.
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And finally, S = s(t) = Spk(&W1t + &W2t + &W3t) can be used in Equation (A.17) so
that D3(jWl,jW2,jW3) may be equated to coefficients of terms containing ei(Wl+w2+wa)t.

However, the mathematical derivation would be similar to those already shown and

will not be shown here due to its length.
The three Volterra transfer functions for the pre-distortion system are summarized

as

(B.8)

(B.9)

B.2 Realization Of Volterra Transfer Functions In Practical
Constructs

So that a simple time-based representation can be made, each of the three trans

fer function can be translated from the Fourier form to a Laplacian form and then

decomposed into a combination of linear operations. This is done by first replacing
jw with (J' + jw. Since (J' = 0 in stable systems, this results in the following when

letting the Laplacian variable s equal (J' + jw in Equations (B.8), (B.9) and (B.10):

(B.11)

(B.12)

(B.13)

The third-order generic version of Equation (B.2) may now be thought of as

y(t) = HI [x(t)]+H2 [x(t)]+Ha [x(t)] , (B.14)
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where Hu [x(t)] = f�oo·" f�oo hu(Tl'··· Tu)X(t - Tl)··· x(t - Tu)dTl··· dTu. Convert

ing to the Laplace domain, operator HI [-] becomes function Hl(SI), operator H2 [-]
becomes function H2(SbS2) and operator H3 [-] becomes function H3(S1,S2,SS).

Because

(B.15)

and in general

(B.16)

a second-order system in time domain form may look like Figure Bd. Recognizing
from the general fact that

(B.17)

Equation (B.12) equates to a system operating only on the square of the input signal

(since D2(SI, S2) = Dc(SI + S2)). Also, and similarly, because

Equation (B.13) equates to a system operating only on the cubed value of the input

signal.

ha{t)
Input
Signal hc{t)

Output
Signal

Figure B.t: General Second-order System Structure

IT S1+2 is used in place of SI + S2 in Equation (B.12), and SI+2+3 is used in place
of SI + S2 + S3 in Equation (B.13), these new, independent expressions can be seen to
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have the same three-term linear form as Equation (B.ll):

(B.19)

(B.20)

Because a derivative operation in the time domain is represented by s in its Laplace

form, Equations (B.ll), (B.12) and (B.13) each represent a system performing the

summation of the results from a simple amplifier operation, an amplifier and derivative

with respect to time operation and an amplifier and double-derivative with respect

to time operation, as shown in Figure B.2. The values of X, Y and Z in Figure B.2

would correspond to the three coefficients in the transfer function expression of choice.

Overall, Equations (B.8), (B.9) and (B.10) can be realized by using the system struc

tures shown in Figures 3.10 and 5.1.

Input
Signal

output
Signal

Figure B.2: Common System Structure in Volterra Pre-distorter
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Appendix C

Because a LD pre-distortion system uses an appropriate current magnitude for

its input, the coefficients in the Volterra transfer functions found earlier must be

normalized in order to produce the appropriate current magnitude required by the
LD model. The concept for the distortion system described by Equations (B.8), (B.9)
and (B.IO) expects an input signal magnitude at photon density levels and produces
an output signal having LD modulating current levels. If the distortion system is to

be electrically implemented as a signal pre-distorter, then both the system input and

output levels must deal in magnitudes of current, not photon density.
The LD L-I characteristic has a slope at the bias point equal to the inverse of

the post-distortion system gain. For this work with Laser 'A' the slope at 500 /-LA
is 11758.8695E20 photons m-3 A-I. The complimentary opposite post-distortion

system produces the inverse of this 'translation gain'; b = 1+11758.8695E20 A (pho
tons m-3)-1, represented as. 8.5042189E-25 when ignoring proper units. As such, it

is apparent that the 'translation gain' of the distortion system must be negated if it
is to be applied as a pre-distorter.

The mathematical way of realizing a pre-distortion system from Equation (A.l7)
or Equations (B.8), (B.9) and (B.lO) is to let S = i + b and SpA: = ipA: + b. The pre

distortion system would. then have the following transfer function representations:

+
b.
+
c.,

+
d .11

+
e .2 +

f .. ,
+

9 ..11
+

h .,.,
a b' b' b' b2' b2" b2U b2"

Approach for Normalization/Optimization of
Pre-distortion System Coefficients

'distorted =
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+
k '3

+
I '2'/

+
m '2'1/

+
n

.. r-r

b3
�

b3
1, �

fi3
� �

b3
U � , or (C.1)

where ';' - di ';1/ - d (di) 9
- h b - b • b -

• b d - d • b - e
. b2� -

dt'·
- dt dt' -

, n - -;- ,en - c -;- , n
- -;-, en - -;- ,

in = i + b2, hn = h + b2, kn = k + b3, In = I + b3 and mn = m + b3•

The LD pre-distortion system suitable for use with Laser 'A' has, according to

Appendixes A and B and the normalization above, the following coefficient values:

bn = 1

en = 1.475105E-11

dn = 2.652802E-21

en = -2.617203

in =·-1.980601E-8

hn = -1.227349E-17

kn = 1.276412E4

In = 1.340478E-4

mn = 5.722427E-14

(bn = 1) ,

(t = 1.475105E-11) ,

(� = 1.798382E-I0) ,

(2en = -5.234406) ,

(fe;; = 3.783812E-9) ,

(t = 6.196850E-10) ,

(6kn = 7.658475E4) ,

(�= 3.500639E-9) and

(2;: = 4.268945E-I0) .

The values have been calculated based on the device parameters shown in Table 3.1,
and are for use when h equals 500 p,A. (The values in parentheses can be applied to

the system structure shown in Figure 5.1.)
These calculated coefficients do not produce remarkable results. This may be due

to the fact that simplifications that limited derivations of the post-distorter to no

. more than the third-order overlook other complexities of the dynamic LD behavior.

IT the distortion system were to use the coefficients as determined above, the pre

distorted laser would perform as shown in Figures C.1 and C.2 for single channel

OMls of 30 and 4 percent, respectively.
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o __------------------------�--------------------------�

2nd, 3rd and 4th H.armonlc Distortion Content
from Laser 'A' with 500pA bias, OMI=O.30 and Pre-Distortion

-a�------------------------�------------------------__�

-1a+-----_-_--+--+--+-+-+-.......---___,I----+--+---+--+--+-�I_I

10 100
Fundamental Frequency In MHz

1000

Figure C.I: Harmonic Distortion Content for Simulated Laser 'A' with Non-opti
mized Pre-distortion (OMI = 30 %)

Through the examination of the harmonic content contributed by the pre-dis
tortion system, as well as that of the modeled LD, it was determined that some

optimization of the pre-distorter coefficients would bring about a significant overall

performance improvement. After optimizing, the preferred coefficient values became

bp = 1.00025

Cp = 1.475105E-11

(bp = 1.00025) ,

dp = 2.652802E-21

(� = 1.475067E-11) ,
p

(�= 1.798268�10) ,Cp

ep = -1.37380 (2ep = -2.7476) ,

jp = -1.980601�8 (/:; = 3.783892E-9) ,

hp = -1.227349E-17 (7; = 6.197352E-I0) ,
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2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion Content
from Laser IAI with SOOpA bias, OMI=O.04 and Pre-Distortion
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. Figure C.2: Harmonic Distortion Content for Simulated Laser 'A' with Non-opti
mized Pre-distortion (OMI = 4 %)

kp = O.22153E4 (6kp = 1.3292E4) ,

lp = 1.340478E-4 (ii; = 3.500684E-9) and

mp = 5.722427E-14 (2;':'p = 4.269273E-IO) .

The values of ep, jp and hp are, simply, the calculated normalized values reduced by
a common factor. Similarly, the values of kp, lp and mp have also been reduced. This

optimized pre-distortion system was used with Laser 'A' to obtain all of the results

reported in this document, with the exception of Figures C.I and C.2. Also, unless

denoted otherwise, a coefficient without its subscript 'p' will still imply a reference

to the preferred normalized and optimized value.

Although the preferred coefficients could not be analytically explained, their dif-
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·

ference from the calculated normalized values is relatively small. The preferred coeffi

cients are more easily accepted when one notes that both the second- and third-order

Volterra transfer functions must be weighted differently in order to provide compli

mentary opposite distortion for the LD; each order of the system transfer function

behaves independently. Results from Sieben's work [9, p.74] support the use of the

preferred coefficients, since good agreement exists with Figure 5.5, and not Figure C.l.
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Appendix D

Listing of Simulation Files

n.i Laser Diode Simulation

In order to investigate current signals in ICAP/4 [27], the simulation tool must

have an object through which it can observe the travel-through parameter. This can

be done using amonitor or 'dummy' voltage source (having no applied voltage value),
and designating it as a current monitoring point. In Figure 3.2, the voltage source

and probe between node 1 and ground are one example of the reporting method for

a 'current' signal within the LD model.

The LD circuit-equivalent model is not fundamentally an electrical circuit. It is

a model based on the electrical-charge carriers and photons in a single mode semi

conductor laser cavity. Because of this, certain parameters of the laser cavity system,
that have magnitudes far beyond any true electrical circuit parameter, dictate that

the LD model interpret values in the simulation tool with a notably different per

spective. The magnitude of the carrier density at node 2 in Figure 3.2 can not be

successfully simulated with ICAP /4 if it remains of an order beyond ±32. The model

and its simulated results have accommodated this by scaling down the volume of the

modeled cavity by lE20, without affecting the interaction between the carriers and

photons. So when ICAP /4 reports 2.521084 volts at node 6, it is important to note

that with this model that value is properly interpreted as 2.521084E20 photons m-3•

One last important note about the LD model, titled LaserDiode, is that the

two-variable polynomial expression (POLY (2) is an essential function necessary for

investigating the LD using a SPICE-based modeling tool. Its syntax in ICAP /4 is as

follows:
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POLY(u) nodet nodej' ... nodetnode;; constant- constant- ... .

The expression y = 5.0+6.0Xlwrt2+7.0X3wrt4+8.0x�wrt2+9.0Xlwrt2X3wrt4+10.0x�wrt4+
11.0x�wrt2 + 12.0x�wrt2X3wrt4 + 13.0xlwrt2X�t4 + 14.0xgwrt4 may be shown as

POLY(2) 1 234 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0.

The voltage-controlled resistance needed for a LD circuit-equivalent representation
uses a POLY (2) expression in its sub-circuit definition, VCNTRLDR. This can be found

in the • cir file, and is conceptually illustrated by Figure D.1.

+ TERMINAL R1 -TERMINAL

.L

Figure D.l: Schematic Construct of a Voltage-controlled Resistance

Below is the netlist from the ICAP/4 LaserDiode.cirfile.

LaserDiode
*SPICE...NET
. SUBCKT ZENER 1 2

D1 1 2 DZEN

.MODEL DZEN D(CJO=lE-32 IS=lE-32 TT=1E-32
+ BV={ZV} IBV=1E32 N=2 RS=O)
• ENDS

.SOBCKT VCNTRLDR 1 2 3

R1 1 2 1E32

G1 1 2 POLY(2) 1 2 3 0
+ 0 0 0 0 3E-12*1E20 0
+ 0 0 -1*3E-12*lE20*3E-23*lE20 0

• ENDS

;.!RAN 0.2P 5N ON 0.2P

.!RAN 0.5P 102N lOON 0.2P UIC

;INIT CONS FOR 500UA BIAS FOLLOW

.IC V(2)=14934.179V V(4)=4932.690V V(6)=2.521084V

.OPTIONS RELTOL=O.OOl METHOD=GEAR

.FOUR 1000MEGHZ I(Vl)
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.FOUR 1000MEGHZ V(6)

.PRINT TRAN I(Vl) V(6)
Vl 1 0

Fl 0 .2 Vl 0 1/5. 76E-17
Cl 2 0 1

Rl 2 3 3E-9

V2 3 0

Xl 4 2 ZENER {ZV=lE4 }
X2 4 5 6 VCNTRLDR

V3 5 0

F2 0 6 V2 0 0.001*0.34

F3 0 6 V3 0 0.34

C2 6 0 1

R2 6 0 2E-12
12 0 1 SIN 0 8.8U 1000MEG'0

11 0 1 PULSE 0 500U 0

• END

D.2 Concept Trial for Adaptive Pre-distorter'

The pre-distortion system in the TOC has been constructed so that voltage
controlled voltage sources (Bl, B2, B4 and B5) are used to simplify adaptive changes
in both the pre- and post-distortion systems. Because both of the distortion systems

are intended to operate identically, both systems should rely on the same control

voltages for performing any needed adaptive changes to initial design coefficients.

A SPICE-based simulation tool can not produce a transient analysis while a

network control loop having a non-traditional structure undergoes change. In order

to investigate the adaptive nature of the pre-distortion system (shown in Figure 4.2),
the control loop that combats long-term changes in the non-linear 'device' is left

open at the point of computing a new control voltage for the distortion systems.
The computation of the adaptive control voltage is done outside the scope of the

simulation tool.

Below is the netlist from the ICAP/4 Concept.cirfile.

Concept
*SPICE.1lET
*INCLUDE SYS.LIB
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.!RAN 0.5P 2N 0 O.lP

.FOUR 1000MEGHZ V(7)

. PRINT !RAN V(15)V(14) V(13) V(9) V(8)

.PRINT !RAN V(7) V(4) V(3) V(2) V(l)
Xl 1 5 6 SQ-CUBE {Kl=l K2=1 }
Bl 2 0 V=V(5)*V(16)
B2 3 0 V=V(6)*V(17)
X2 1 2 3 4 SUM3 {Kl=l K2=1 K3=1 }
B3 7 0 V=V(4)+0.1*V(4)*V(4)
X3 7 10 11 SQ-CUBE {Kl=l K2=1 }
B4 8 0 V=V(10)*V(16)
B5 9 0 V=V(11)*V(17)
X4 7 8 9 12 SUM3 {Kl=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
B6 13 0 V=V(7)-V(1)
B7 14 0 V=V(8)-V(2)
B8 15 0 V=V(9)-V(3)
Vl 1 0 SIN 0 1 1000MEG ON

V2 16 0 -0.105521

V3 17 0 0.021804

• END

D.3 Laser Diode with Pre-distorter Simulation

The ICAP /4 . cir file below defines a system were the pre-distortion structure

from Figure 5.1 precedes the modeled LD as shown in Figure 5.3. The pre-distorter
was given the structure shown in Figure 5.1 instead of Figure 3.10 so that the nine

multipliers would all have values less likely to cause a problem with the ICAP/4 5-bit

exponent limitation (32 = 25). For instance, when 8.8 IlA is cubed, its magnitude
after being multiplied by 2m" would be very small, and almost un-resolvable.

The ICAP/4 library function, SDIFF, performs a derivative operation, but un

fortunately does not work well at high frequencies due to its underlying sub-circuit

definition. Because the Volterra pre-distortion system depends on effective derivative

operations for signals that may contain 3 GHz content, a new sub-circuit definition,
called DIFF, was created for this work. It is illustrated in Figure D.2, and its definition

appears within the VolterraLD netlist below.

Below is the netlist from the ICAP/4 VolterraLD.cirfile.
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R1

INPUT

Figure D.2: Schematic Construct of Signal Differentiator

VolterraLD

*SPICE.NET

.SUBCKT DIFF 1 2

RIN 1 0 1E30

E1 3 0 0 1 0 {K}
C1 3 4 O�001F IC=O

R1 2 4 1E18

E2 2 0 0 4 1E18

• ENDS

*INCLUDE SYS.LIB

.SUBCKT VCNTRLDR 1 2 3

R1 1 2 1E32

G1 1 2 POLY(2) 1 2 3 0
+ 0 0 0 0 3E8 0 0 0 -9ES

• ENDS

.SUBCKT ZENER 1 2

D1 1 2 DZEN

.MODEL DZEN D(CJO=1E-30 IS=1E-30 TT=1E-30
+ BV={ZV} IBV=1E30 N=2 RS=O)
. ENDS

.TRAM O.SP 102N 100N O.1P UIC

;INIT CONS FOR 1.0MA BIAS FOLLOWS

;.IC V(21)=1S027.4V V(23)=S026.686V V(2S)=8.40276V
;INIT CONS FOR SOOUA BIAS FOLLOWS

.IC V(21)=14936.179V V(23)=4933.69V V(2S)=2.S21084V
;INIT CONS FOR O.SMA BIAS & 0.02 AGING FOLLOWS

;.IC V(21)=1S140.7V V(23)=S139.21V V(2S)=2.S21V
.OPTION RELTOL=O.0001 METHOD=GEAR

.FOUR 1000MEGHZ V(2S)

.PRINT TRAM V(25) I(V2) I(V1)
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*ALIAS I(Vl)="i"
*ALIAS V(25)="S"
I5 0 1 SIN 0 8.8U 1000MEG ON

Vl 1 0

Hl 2 0 Vl 0 1

El 3 0 2 0 0 1.00025

Xl 2 4 5 SQ-CUBE {Kl=-2.7476 K2=13292 }
Bl 6 0 V=1*V(3)
X19 6 7 DIFF {K=1.475067E-ll }
X21 7 8 DIFF {K=1.798268E-l0 }
X3 6 7 8 15 SUM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
B2 9 0 V=1*V(4)
X229 10 DIFF {K=3.783892E-9 }
X24 10 11 DIFF {K=6.197352E-l0 }
X4 9 10 11 16 SUM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
B3 12 0 V=1*V(5)
X25 12 13 DIFF {K=3.500684E-9 }
X27 13 14 DIFF {K=4.269273E-l0 }
X5 12 13 14 17 SOM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
X6 15 16 17 18 SOM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
Gl 0 19 18 0 0 2.521084/2.51746
V2 19 20

I4 0 20 PULSE 0 500U ON

V3 20 0

F1 0 21 V3 0 1/5.76E-17
Cl 21 0 1

R5 21 22 3E-9

V4 22 0

X28 23 21 ZENER {ZV=1E4 }
X29 23 24 25 VCNTRLDR

V5 24 0

F2 0 25 V4 0 0.34*0.001

F3 0 25 V5 0 0.34

C2 25 0 1

R6 25 0 2E-12

. END

D.4 Laser Diode with Adaptive Pre-distorter Simulation

The adaptive version of the pre-distorter and LD system contains the addition

of the second, identical distortion system, a simplified optical output recovery and
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signal conversion operation, and the three comparison operations that compute the

difference between the distortion systems.
Below is the netlist from the ICAPj4 AdaptiveVolterraLD.cirfile.

Adapt iveVolt erraLD
*SPICE..NET

.SUBCKT DIFF 1 2

RIN 1 0 lE30

El 3 0 0 1 0 {K}
Cl 3 4 O.OOlF IC=O

Rl 4 2 lE18

E2 2 0 0 4 lE18

. ENDS

*INCLUDE SYS.LIB

.SUBCKT VCNTRLDR 1 2 3

Rl 1 2 lE32

Gl 1 2 POLY(2) 1 2 3 0
+ 0 0 0 0 3E8 0 0 0 -9ES

. ENDS

. SUBCKT ZENER 1 2

Dl 1 2 DZEN

.MODEL DZEN D(CJO=lE-30 IS=lE-30 TT=lE-30
+ BV={ZV} IBV=lE30 N=2 RS=O)
. ENDS

.TRAN O.SP 12N 10N O.lP UIC

;INIT CONS FOR SOOUA BIAS FOLLOWS

.IC V(21)=14936.179V V(23)=4933.69V V(2S)=2.S21084V
;.INIT CONS FOR O.SMA BIAS t 0.02 AGING FOLLOWS

;.IC V(21)=lS140.7V V(23)=S139.21V V(2S)=2.S21V
.OPTION RELTOL=O.OOOl

.OPTION METHOD=GEAR

.FOUR 1000MEGHZ V(2S)

.PRINT TRAN V(2S) I(V2) I(Vl)
*ALIAS I(Vl)="i"
*ALIAS V(2S)="S"
IS 0 1 SIN 0 8.8U 1000MEG ON

Vl 1 0

Hl 2 0 Vl 0 1

Xl 2 4 S SQ-CUBE {Kl=-2.7476 K2=13292 }
X3 6 7 8 lS SUM3 {Kl=l K2=1 K3=1 }
X4 9 10 11 12 SUM3 {Kl=l K2=1 K3=1 }
XS 12 13 14 17 SUM3 {Kl=l K2=1 K3=1 }
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X6 15 16 17 18 SUM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
X19 6 7 D1FF {K=1.475067E-11 }
X21 7 8 D1FF {K=1.798268E-10 }
X229 10 D1FF {K=3.783892E-9 }
X24 10 11 D1FF {K=6.197352E-10 }
X25 12 13 D1FF {K=3.500684E-9 }
X27 13 14 D1FF {K=4.269273E-10 }
E1 3 0 2 0 0 1.00025

V3 20 0

G1 0 19 18 0 0 2.521084/2.51746
V2 19 20

14 0 20 PULSE 0 500U ON

F1 0 21 V3 0 1/5.76E-17
C1 21 0 1

V4 22 0

R5 21 22 3E-9

X28 23 21 ZENER {ZV=lE4 }
.

X29 23 24 25 VCNTRLDR

V5 24 0

F2 0 25 V4 0 0.34*0.001

F3 0 25 V5 0 0.34

C2 25 0 1

R6 25 0 2E-12

B1 26 0 V=(V(25)-2.521084)/11761
E3 27 0 26 0 0 1.00025

X30 26 28 29 SQ-CUBE {Kl=-2.7476 K2=13292 }
B2 6 0 V=V(3)*V(45)
B4 9 0 V=V(4)*V(46)
B5 12 0 V=V(5)*V(47)
B6 30 0 V=V(27)*V(45)
B7 33 0 V=V(28)*V(46)
B8 36 0 V=V(37)*V(47)
X31 30 31 D1FF {K=1.475067E-11 }
X32 31 32 D1FF {K=1.798268E-10 }
X33 33 34 D1FF {K=3.783892E-9 }
X34 34 35 D1FF {K=6.197352E-10 }
X35 36 37 D1FF {K=3.500684E-9 }
X36 37 38 D1FF {K=4.269273E-10 }
X37 30 31 32 39 SUM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
X38 33 34 35 40 SUM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
X39 36 37 38 41 SUM3 {K1=1 K2=1 K3=1 }
B9 42 0 V=1*(V(39)-V(15»
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Bl0 43 0 V=1*(V(40)-V(16»
Bll 44 0 V=1*(V(41)-V(17»
V6 45 0 1

V7 46 0 1

va 47 0 1

• END
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